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Abstract
Phenylalanine (Phe) is an essential aromatic amino acid synthesized by
plants and the final reaction in its biosynthesis is catalyzed by AROGENATE
DEHYDRATASEs (ADTs). In Arabidopsis thaliana, six isoforms (AtADT1-ADT6)
are capable of performing this reaction. To analyze the expression patterns of each
AtADT, in silico data were used to describe AtADT mRNA expression during
development in A. thaliana and Solanum lycopersicum (tomato). Eight stable
A. thaliana transgenic lines with ADT promoter-eGFP/GUS reporter constructs
were also tested and analyzed under standard conditions during development.
This showed that AtADTs are differentially regulated through their promoters,
which results in the variation of their expression. ADT expression patterns were
described and putative roles in channeling carbon to different Phe-derived
metabolites were proposed for each ADT, associating expression data in plant
organs with different Phe-derived metabolites. This thesis is a valuable information
resource and foundation for future high-resolution studies of ADT expression.

Keywords
Phenylalanine, arogenate dehydratase, transcriptional expression, core
promoter, proximal promoter, cis-regulatory motif, gene family
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Summary for Lay Audience
Plants provide a wide assortment of nutrients to the animals that consume
them. One such critical nutrient resource are the amino acids, the building blocks
of cellular proteins. As some amino acids (the so-called "essential" amino acids)
cannot be made by animals, they must obtain them from external sources
(ultimately plants) to survive. One essential amino acid, phenylalanine (Phe), not
only acts as an important component of proteins, but also serves as a chemical
precursor that is needed for the synthesis of compounds important for plant
colours, scents, cell strength, and plant protection, as well as animal
neurotransmitters. Thus, understanding how Phe is made is of the utmost
importance to both plant and animal science. Arabidopsis thaliana, a small,
flowering plant commonly used as a model organism for studying plant biology,
has six proteins called AROGENATE DEHYDRATASEs (ADTs) that are essential
for making Phe. Interestingly, each of the six ADTs behaves differently, as they
are seen in different organs at different times at differing levels. These differences
have been linked to “promoters”, sequences of DNA that control when and where
ADTs are made in response to internal, developmental, or environmental stimuli.
To understand what each ADT promoter does, this thesis describes when and
where ADTs are made in the different parts of a plant, over the course of plant
development. First, using computer software, A. thaliana ADT expression was
described and compared to each other ADT. This resulted in a comprehensive
depiction of ADT expression during development, which was also compared to the
expression patterns of ADTs defined in tomatoes. Finally, ADT expression was
directly assayed using A. thaliana plants that were engineered to express chemical
markers that show where an ADT of interest is made. Using this reporter approach,
the expression of each ADT was described for roots, leaves, stems, and flowers.
This resulted in the proposal that individual ADTs have roles in making Phederived products that are important for the organs in which the ADT is expressed.
The information and the reporter plants generated in this thesis are vital for the
understanding of how ADTs affect Phe synthesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Plants and Specialized Metabolites
As sessile organisms, plants cannot choose the environmental conditions in

which they grow. Plant survival thus depends on their ability to adapt and adjust to
changes in the environment (Prasch & Sonnewald, 2013). While adequate water
and sunlight are important for plants to thrive, moderation is often key. The
changing seasons can result in flooding or droughts, elevated or reduced light
intensity, changing day lengths, and temperature fluctuations. The need to survive
in different environmental conditions has led to the evolution of mechanisms that
allow plants to respond to such changes. This is often mediated through the
synthesis of a host of specialized metabolites and hormones (Tissier et al., 2015).
Plant-specialized metabolites are comprised of a variety of organic
compounds that are not directly involved with protein and nucleotide metabolism,
although they do contribute to plant survival. Because they are not in the group of
primary metabolites that metabolize proteins and nucleotides, they are often
referred to as “secondary” metabolites. However, this is now considered a
misnomer as it understates the importance of specialized metabolites, which have
many roles vital to plant survival (Tissier et al., 2015).

1.2

Phenylpropanoids and Their Importance
One crucial specialized metabolite pathway is the phenylpropanoid pathway,

where, depending on the species, 20-50% of photosynthetically fixed carbon is
processed (Maeda & Dudareva, 2012; Razal et al., 1996; Van Heerden et al.,
1996). Phenylpropanoids are a diverse family of metabolites derived from
phenylalanine (Phe). Plant pigments and scents are phenylpropanoids that can
attract pollinators (Passeri et al., 2016; Sheehan et al., 2012; Winkel-Shirley,
2001). Other phenylpropanoids have roles in UV protection, herbivore protection,
plant strength, and cell structure (Bhuiyan et al., 2009; Falcone Ferreyra et al.,
2012; Furth & Young, 1988; Takahashi et al., 1991). Two particularly important
and well-studied groups of phenylpropanoids are lignins and flavonoids.
As a part of secondary cell walls in plants, lignin is one of the most abundant
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organic biological polymers on earth (Vogt, 2009). Its function is primarily to
strengthen and waterproof cell walls (Kang et al., 2019). Woody plants are
particularly high in lignin (~1/4 of their biomass; Boerjan et al., 2003; Novaes et al.,
2010; Pascual et al., 2016). In addition to structural benefits, lignin provides plants
with protection from pests and pathogens by strengthening cells (Bhuiyan et al.,
2009; Vance et al., 1980). Its synthesis can be induced when a plant is wounded,
when cell wall integrity is affected, or when a plant is infected with pathogens (e.g.,
bacterial/fungal/viral) (Caño-Delgado et al., 2003; Vanholme et al., 2010).
Flavonoids are a class of specialized metabolites involved in plant
pigmentation and the production of scents that can lead to pollinator attraction and
the resulting seed dispersal by pollinators (Sheehan et al., 2012; Winkel-Shirley,
2001). Flavonoids are also associated with decreased herbivory (Lane et al., 1987;
Mohanta et al., 2012). Anthocyanins, a type of flavonoid, have also been
associated with UV protection, in that a greater accumulation of anthocyanins is
positively correlated with the survivability of plant cells (Takahashi et al., 1991).
Other anthocyanins accumulate under stress conditions, for example A11 under
phosphate-deficient or acidic conditions in Arabidopsis thaliana (Bloor &
Abrahams, 2002; Kovinich et al., 2015). In legume roots, flavonoids such as
apigenin are released to attract rhizobia that symbiotically assist the plants in
creating root nodules and allow for nitrogen fixation (Liu & Murray, 2016; Wasson
et al., 2006). These examples are not the only functions of flavonoids, there are
many members of this extremely diverse class of Phe-derived metabolites, with
over 6000 flavonoids contributing to pigments alone (Panche et al., 2016).
Phe and Phe-derived metabolites are not only important for plant survival,
but are also used in a variety of industries. In the pulp and paper industry, the
process of delignification is costly and not energy efficient. As lignin contributes to
25% of wood in woody plants, addressing lignin content has become a focus of the
commercial enterprises using these plants as raw materials (Chen et al., 2017;
Kerr & Goring, 1975; Novaes et al., 2010). In horticulture, new varieties of plants
contribute to nearly $1.4 billion in plant and flower sales in Canada (Statistics
Canada, 2018). The colours and scents produced by Phe-derived metabolites are
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key factors in breeding, development, and purchase of these new varieties. As
Phe-derived metabolites affect plant structure and disease/UV resistance,
agricultural research into Phe-derived metabolites might potentially lead to
genetically engineered crops exhibiting desired agricultural traits. This might
increase tolerance to extreme weather conditions, elevate crop yield via fertility or
increased seed production, or ensure greater protection against biotic and abiotic
stressors (Oliver, 2014).

1.3

Phenylalanine Biosynthesis
Phenylalanine is one of three aromatic amino acids synthesized only in

plants, bacteria, and fungi. Animals, however, must acquire Phe through their diet,
as it is not only necessary for protein synthesis, but is also a precursor to
neurotransmitters such as dopamine (Kapatos & Zigmond, 1977). Like the other
aromatic amino acids tryptophan (Trp) and tyrosine (Tyr), Phe is derived from the
shikimate pathway. The shikimate pathway leads to the synthesis of chorismate,
the last common precursor to the three aromatic amino acids (Herrmann, 1995;
Herrmann & Weaver, 1999; Maeda & Dudareva, 2012). For Tyr and Phe synthesis,
chorismate is converted to prephenate by chorismate mutase (Figure 1). From
prephenate, Phe can be synthesized via either the prephenate or the arogenate
pathway. The prephenate pathway begins with a decarboxylation/dehydration
reaction by a prephenate dehydratase (PDT), synthesizing phenylpyruvate, which
is transaminated by a phenylpyruvate aminotransferase (PPAT) to phenylalanine
(Cho et al., 2007; Yamada et al., 2008). In the arogenate pathway, transamination
occurs first by a prephenate aminotransferase (PAT) to generate arogenate, which
is then decarboxylated and dehydrated by an arogenate dehydratase (ADT) (Jung
et al., 1986; Maeda & Dudareva, 2012; Maeda et al., 2010). The prephenate route
has been primarily identified in fungi and bacteria, but there is evidence of its
presence in plants as well (Bross et al., 2011; Cho et al., 2007; Qian et al., 2019;
Tohge et al., 2013; Tzin & Galili, 2010). While higher plants tend to use the
arogenate pathway to synthesize Phe using ADTs, two A. thaliana ADTs (AtADT1
and AtADT2) have the ability to use prephenate as a substrate, meaning they can
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Figure 1. Two Pathways for Phenylalanine Biosynthesis
Following prephenate biosynthesis by chorismate mutase (CM), Phe
can be synthesized through two routes.
The fungal and bacterial prephenate pathway is shown in blue.
Prephenate is decarboxylated and dehydrated by a prephenate
dehydratase (PDT) to synthesize phenylpyruvate, which undergoes an
aminotransferase reaction by phenylpyruvate aminotransferase (PPAT)
to synthesize phenylalanine.
The arogenate pathway, predominately favoured by higher plants, is
shown in green. Prephenate undergoes an aminotransferase reaction
by a prephenate aminotransferase (PAT) to synthesize arogenate,
which is decarboxylated and dehydrated by an arogenate dehydratase
(ADT).

Figure modified from Yamada et al., 2008.
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also act as PDTs but with a lower affinity than for arogenate (Bross et al., 2011;
Cho et al., 2007). PDT activity using ADTs has also been demonstrated for Petunia
hybrida (Maeda et al., 2010; Pascual et al., 2016). When comparing the activity of
PAT to ADT, PAT activity is 1000-fold greater, indicating that ADTs perform the
rate-limiting step in Phe synthesis (Maeda & Dudareva, 2012; Maeda et al., 2010).
Their position at the rate limiting step makes ADTs a likely target for regulation.

1.4

Arogenate Dehydratases
ADTs have been identified in every higher plant analyzed. The differential

regulation of ADTs is indicated by the presence of several isoforms, as other
enzymes in the shikimate pathway have one or two isoforms at the most (Maeda
& Dudareva, 2012). For example, there are nine GmADT isoenzymes encoded in
soybean (Glycine max) (Pannunzio, 2019), three in petunia (Petunia hybrida)
(Maeda et al., 2010), and nine in pine (Pinus pinaster) (El-Azaz et al., 2016).
A. thaliana, the organism of interest in this study, encodes six AtADTs designated
AtADT1 through AtADT6 (Cho et al., 2007; Ehlting et al., 2005). Having multiple
isoenzymes also highlights the possibility that the individual family members can
differentially affect Phe synthesis. This indication is further emphasized by
evidence that ADT isoforms have differential effects on carbon flux to downstream
Phe-derived specialized metabolites, (discussed in more detail in Section 1.5;
Corea et al., 2012a). Because of the impact they have on the synthesis of Phe and
the diverse group of phenylpropanoids, ADTs are the enzyme of interest in this
thesis.
Phe is synthesized in chloroplasts (Jung et al., 1986; Rippert et al., 2009),
and A. thaliana and G. max ADTs localize to chloroplast stromules (stroma-filled
tubules) (Bross et al., 2017; Pannunzio, 2019). ADT localization is consistent with
having a transit peptide (TP) domain at the N-terminus, which targets ADTs to
chloroplasts (Bross et al., 2011). Additionally, each ADT has an internal catalytic
(CAT) domain, and a C-terminal aspartokinase-chorismate mutase-TyrA (ACT)
domain (Chipman & Shaanan, 2001; Cho et al., 2007). The CAT domain is
responsible for the enzymatic dehydration/decarboxylation reaction and the ACT
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domain is allosterically-regulated by binding of Phe or Tyr (Cho et al., 2007;
Grant, 2006; Liberles et al., 2005). Fungal and bacterial PDTs lack a TP
domain, as there are no chloroplasts.
ADTs not only share the same enzymatic function and domain organization,
they also have regions with high sequence similarity. Pairwise comparison
between amino acids in the six A. thaliana ADT CAT and ACT domains show 6298% and 61-92% similarity, respectively (Styranko, 2011). Although their
sequences are similar, there is a marked variation between the six ADT TP
domains, both in length and sequence (Styranko, 2011). Genomic sequence
variation of ADT loci is even more apparent when comparing the length and
sequence of regulatory promoters upstream of each ADT (Cornelius, 2017).

1.5

ADT Expression Patterns and Alternate Characteristics
The similarities between ADTs are apparent, but it is the differences among

them that is most intriguing, as these differences suggest that ADTs are
independently and differentially regulated.
Initial characterization of ADT transcript levels in A. thaliana shows they are
expressed throughout the plant, but there is differential tissue-specific expression
among the six ADT family members (Figure 2; Cho et al., 2007; Hood, 2008). Of
the ADT family, ADT2 has the highest expression in leaves and seeds, and ADT4
and ADT5 are highest in stems (Hood, 2008; Rippert et al., 2009). ADT2’s role in
seed and embryo development corroborates with findings in heterozygous adt2
KOs that show seed abortion and embryo arrest (El-Azaz et al., 2018; Rippert et
al., 2009). Interestingly, anthocyanin synthesis is also largely dependent on ADT2
(and to a lesser extent on ADT1 and ADT3) in leaves where ADT2 is more
expressed than other ADTs (Chen et al., 2016; Rippert et al., 2009). ADT4 and
ADT5 stem expression was associated with lignin synthesis, as adt5 and adt4/5
knockouts (KOs) show reduced lignin content, which is seen phenotypically by
more pronounced wilting in double mutants (Corea et al., 2012a,b). These
downstream metabolites and functions affected by ADTs support the idea of
differential carbon channelling to Phe-derived metabolites (Corea et al., 2012a).
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Figure 2. ADT RNA Expression in Different Organs
The expression of each ADT in mature A. thaliana grown under
standard conditions determined by qRT-PCR. RNA was isolated from
root, leaf, stem, silique, and flowers. Values were normalized to
ubiquitously expressed TUBULIN BETA-2.

Modified from Hood, 2008.
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Although each ADT localizes to chloroplast stromules in A. thaliana, ADT2
and ADT5 have additional subcellular locations. ADT2 localizes to chloroplasts as
a ring at the equatorial plane, suggesting a role in chloroplast division (Bross et al.,
2017). This role was supported by colocalization of fluorescently tagged ADT2 with
FtsZ, the innermost chloroplast division ring protein (Vitha et al., 2001).
Additionally, mutated adt2 plants display irregularly shaped chloroplasts, similar to
those observed in ftsz mutants (Abolhassani Rad et al., 2018). ADT5 localizes to
the nucleus, this may suggest a potential role in transcriptional regulation
(Abolhassani Rad, 2017; Bross et al., 2017). Similar observations have been
reported for another ACT domain-containing protein, the Lrp-like transcriptional
regulator (Aravind & Koonin, 1999; Grant, 2006; Leonard et al., 2001). Taken
together, these data suggest that ADT2 and ADT5 act as “moonlighting proteins”
(Bross et al., 2017). Moonlighting proteins are a class of multifunctional proteins
that perform more than one function (not due to transcript processing or pleiotropic
effects; Jeffery, 1999). It can be assumed that ADT2 and ADT5 have different
transcriptional regulation compared to other ADTs.
The differences among members of the family of ADTs strongly support the
suggestion that they are differentially regulated. Although expressed in all organs,
ADT expression levels vary in individual organs due to transcriptional regulation.
One can anticipate that transcriptional regulation of ADTs can be attributed to
differences in their promoter sequences.

1.6

Promoters and Transcriptional Regulation
RNA levels and temporal/tissue-specific associations are crucial for gene

expression and, therefore, transcription is a highly regulated process. To initiate
transcription, nucleosomes (DNA wrapped around alkaline proteins called
histones) must be unwound so that promoter sequences are physically accessible
to the transcriptional machinery (Bannister & Kouzarides, 2011; Boeger et al.,
2003). Transcription is characterized by three main stages: initiation, elongation,
and termination. During initiation, transcription factors (TFs) bind to a gene’s
promoter (Haberle & Stark, 2018; Wolffe & Hayes, 1999). RNA polymerase II
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(RNAPII) binding is facilitated by TFs and recognition sequences in the DNA,
called motifs (Figure 3; D’haeseleer, 2006; Smale & Kadonaga, 2003). After
binding, RNAPII and associated TFs separate the two DNA strands to generate a
single-stranded template for RNA synthesis. During elongation, RNAPII uses the
template strand to make an RNA sequence of complementary nucleotides. At the
end of the gene—at a termination signal—the transcript is released from RNAPII
(Kornberg, 2007). Once termination occurs, protein-coding RNAs will be translated
by ribosomes. Promoters are crucial in the regulation of transcription levels and
temporal expression (Haberle & Stark, 2018). Promoters are made up of two main
regions: the core promoter region and the proximal promoter region (Haberle &
Stark, 2018; Novina & Roy, 1996).

1.6.1 Core Promoters and Eukaryotic Core Promoter Elements
The core promoter is a region of about 50-100 bp encompassing the
transcriptional start site (TSS) that helps to recruit the basal transcription
machinery, and can directly interact with TFs (Smale & Kadonaga, 2003). Some
examples of eukaryotic core promoter elements are the TATA box, Initiator (Inr),
and CpG islands.
The TATA box is a TA-rich region about 30 bp upstream of the Inr, and has
been very well defined since its discovery as the first eukaryotic promoter element
(Juven-Gershon & Kadonaga, 2010; Lifton et al., 1978; Sassone-Corsi et al.,
1981). The TATA box is recognized by many transcription factors that assist with
RNAPII recruitment (Thomas & Chiang, 2006). Genes with long promoter
sequences typically contain TATA boxes, and presence of a TATA box is
associated with high expression levels in response to stimulus, which may be due
to more regulatory motifs in the promoter (Yamamoto et al., 2011, 2009). TATA
box promoters also tend to have a more defined TSS than those without (Carninci
et al., 2006). Defined TSS are called sharp peak TSSs, referring to the region of
nucleotides specifying where transcription initiates. Thus, the TATA box is often
associated with highly regulated and specific transcription, often in environmentalresponse genes (Molina & Grotewold, 2005; Yamamoto et al., 2011, 2009).
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Figure 3. Regulation of Genes Through Transcription Factors
Promoter regions reach up to 1 kb upstream of a gene’s transcriptional
start site, encompassing intergenic regions (grey box). The core
promoter is recognized by the basal transcription machinery.
Transcription factors recognize specific corresponding motifs, cisregulatory elements, in the promoter region to regulate transcription.
Motifs are represented as geometric shapes on the DNA strands and
associated transcription factors (cloud shapes) have complementary
cut outs of the shapes of motifs. Blue cylinders represent nucleosomes.
Distal enhancer elements can be many kb away and can also recognize
short sequence motifs in proximal promoter regions. Untranslated
regions (5’ and 3’ UTR) and introns can also contain regulatory
sequences.

CDS: Coding sequence.
TSS: Transcriptional start site.
TrSS: Translational start site.
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The Inr can be present in promoters with or without a TATA box, and is one
of the most common core promoter elements (Kadonaga, 2012). It is a pyrimidinerich region encompassing the TSS (Corden et al., 1980). Without a TATA box
present, the Inr is recognized by a complex containing TFII250 and TFII150, and
recruits RNAPII to initiate basal transcription (Chalkley & Verrijzer, 1999; Verrijzer
et al., 1995). In TATA box-Inr promoters, TFIID forms a complex with Inr-bound
TFII250/TFII150, and the TFIID TATA-binding protein (TBP) region interacts with
the TATA box (Emami et al., 1997). This is enhanced by TFIIA, which is necessary
for cooperative Inr-TFIID binding, resulting in RNAPII recruitment (Emami et al.,
1997; Smale & Kadonaga, 2003). Hence, different complexes around the Inr can
initiate transcription and increase the specificity of the sharp peak TSS of the TATA
box (Butler & Kadonaga, 2002; Smale & Kadonaga, 2003; Vo ngoc et al., 2017).
CpG islands are often associated with housekeeping genes and have “broad
peak”, or less specific TSSs (Carninci et al., 2006; Schug et al., 2005). There are
two classes of CpG islands, high CpG (high GC content) and low CpG (GC similar
to average genome GC) (Saxonov et al., 2006). The GC density in CpG promoters
is highest around the TSS (Saxonov et al., 2006). As housekeeping genes have
reduced need to respond to stimuli through many motifs, they tend to have shorter
promoters compared to TATA box-containing promoters (Yamamoto et al., 2011).
Depending on the elements, sequences within and surrounding these
elements, and organism of study, combinations of these and other elements can
positively or negatively affect TF recruitment (Butler & Kadonaga, 2002).

1.6.2 Plant Core Promoters
There are some differences between eukaryotic core promoters. Mammals
typically have either TATA-containing or CpG-containing promoters (Carninci et
al., 2006; Suzuki et al., 2001), but CpG islands are not found in plant core
promoters (Yamamoto et al., 2007). Instead, in addition to TATA boxes and Inr
elements, other plant core promoter elements include pyrimidine patches
(Y patches), GA elements, and CA elements (Yamamoto et al., 2007, 2009).
Elements and their prevalence vary across plant species; thus, the following
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section focuses on A. thaliana.
TATA box promoters in A. thaliana have the high expression and sharp peak
TSS similar to that seen in mammalian TATA box promoters (Carninci et al., 2006;
Yamamoto et al., 2011, 2009). In A. thaliana, TATA boxes are present in about
30% of promoters, which can also contain Inr elements or Y patches (Molina &
Grotewold, 2005; Yamamoto et al., 2009). Plant Inr elements are also similar to
mammalian Inr elements as pyrimidine-rich regions encompassing the TSS
(Molina & Grotewold, 2005; Smale & Kadonaga, 2003). Inr plant promoters also
elevate transcription when coupled with a TATA box, compared to when either
element is the only core promoter element (Yamamoto et al., 2009).
Y patches are unique to plant promoters without preference for sharp or
broad TSS peaks (Yamamoto et al., 2009). Additionally, they are often found in
Inr-containing promoters, and when together, expression levels are enhanced
(Yamamoto et al., 2009). Although genes with TATA or Y patches elevate
expression levels when with Inr elements, TATA and Y patches do not occur
together in the same promoter. Finally, TATA, Inr, and Y patches have also been
determined to be sensitive to transcriptional direction unlike some bidirectional
mammalian CpG islands (Yamamoto et al., 2007).
In A. thaliana, TATA boxes and GA elements have been found to be mutually
exclusive in core promoters (Yamamoto et al., 2011a; 2011b). Even so, GA
elements are relatively abundant in the A. thaliana genome (in 20% of promoters)
(Yamamoto et al., 2011). It is suggested that plant GA elements play a similar role
to mammalian CpG islands. Both are associated with broad TSSs and neither are
within TATA-containing promoters (Yamamoto et al., 2011). However, CpG islands
and GA elements do not entirely overlap in function, as CpG islands can repress
gene expression via DNA methylation, which has not been demonstrated for GA
elements (Bird & Wolffe, 1999; Yamamoto et al., 2011). Additionally, the
association of CpG island promoters with housekeeping genes is not true for GA
elements (Schug et al., 2005; Yamamoto et al., 2011).
CA elements have been found in only a small number of A. thaliana gene
promoters (1%) (Yamamoto et al., 2009) and therefore have been suggested to
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have specialized effects on specific gene core promoters.

1.6.3 Proximal Promoters and Distal Promoters
The proximal promoter is a region of nucleotides upstream of the TSS
(Figure 3). While the core promoter is an on/off switch for transcription initiation,
the proximal promoter modulates transcription. Although proximal promoters end
at a TSS, there is currently no known promoter start sequence (Korkuc et al.,
2014). Rather, proximal promoter length is described by individual examples, and
can range from 600 to more than 1000 bp upstream of the TSS (Kristiansson et
al., 2009). Within proximal promoters, short regulatory motifs (5 to 49 bp) are called
cis-regulatory elements (CREs). Proximal promoters contain arrays of CREs
associated with responses to external and internal cues (Kawashima et al., 2009;
Kilian et al., 2007). Among other roles, plant CREs respond to abiotic and biotic
stresses, development, light, and metabolism (Kilian et al., 2007). CREs work
individually or with other motifs to regulate transcription and mediate protein
interaction through the forward and reverse strand. CRE regulation occurs when a
DNA-binding TF binds to a CRE motif and positively or negatively influences
transcription (Biłas et al., 2016). Regulation by CREs happens in a variety of ways,
including: altering DNA packaging or structure, attracting additional TFs, or
specifically attracting RNAPII-recruiting TFs (D’haeseleer, 2006; Haberle & Stark,
2018; Ma, 2011).
In A. thaliana, the median promoter length of genes associated with
environmental stressors (e.g., temperature, drought) is ~500 bp longer than the
other promoters in the genome (~1100 bp) (Kilian et al., 2007; Kristiansson et al.,
2009). This suggests that an increased promoter length is required for specific
responses to a variety of external cues.
There are also distal enhancer elements that can affect transcription.
Enhancers harness genome flexibility to upregulate expression by interacting with
TFs, which loop DNA to interact with proximal promoter regions (Figure 3) (Souaid
et al., 2018). Transcription complexes can be formed more quickly when TFs bind
enhancers and other interacting TFs bind the proximal promoter (Barton et al.,
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1997). Enhancers bring TFs in proximity to promoters, efficiently forming
complexes and assisting in unwinding DNA, ultimately to enhance transcription
(Blackwood & Kadonaga, 1998; Heinz et al., 2015).

1.6.4 Regulatory Roles of Untranslated Regions and Introns
5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) are typically involved in posttranscriptional regulation, but they can also contain regulatory motifs and
consequently affect transcription (Baxter et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010). The 5’ UTR
is the transcribed region from the TSS to the coding sequence (CDS), and the 3’
UTR begins after the translational stop codon and continues to the end of the RNA
transcript preceding the poly(A) tail (Matoulkova et al., 2012; Van Der Velden &
Thomas, 1999). In plants, 5’ UTRs can enhance transcription (Hua et al., 2001;
Hulzink et al., 2002; Wang & Xu, 2010).
Another untranslated region of a gene, introns, have also been found to
impact transcription. In eukaryotic genes containing multiple introns, the first intron
tends to be longer than downstream introns (Bradnam & Korf, 2008). This is
possibly due to the presence of regulatory elements within introns (Bradnam &
Korf, 2008). In fact, in A. thaliana and Oryza sativa, longer first introns have been
linked to more highly expressed genes (Li et al., 2007; Ren et al., 2006). There is
also evidence of first introns having different effects on expression of genes in
gene families (Jeong et al., 2006). The upregulation of genes by motifs in first
introns has been named intron-mediated enhancement (IME; Mascarenhas et al.,
1990; Rose et al., 2008). In the A. thaliana ADT family, only ADT1 and ADT2 have
introns, and their first introns are longer than those downstream (Bross et al., 2011;
Cho et al., 2007). Therefore, one cannot exclude the possibility that there are
motifs within the first introns of ADT1 and ADT2 that may affect their transcription.
In a study including A. thaliana, it was found that genes with rapid changes
in expression due to stress had fewer introns (Jeffares et al., 2008). It was
proposed that this was evolutionarily selected, as splicing and additional
transcriptional modifications may delay gene expression when a time-sensitive
response is necessary. Therefore, genes with more introns may be less likely to
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be necessary for stress responses, and rather have general, less time-sensitive,
roles.

1.6.5 ADT Promoters
To identify TF-associated ADT promoter motifs, A. thaliana ADT promoter
regions were analyzed using the Cistome feature in the Bio-Analytic Resource for
Plant Biology (BAR) database (Austin et al., 2016; Cornelius, 2017). A total of 121
motifs were found and organized into categories based on functional associations.
These categories were: abiotic stress, biotic stress, general response, light
response, phenylpropanoid-related, and stress and development (Figure 4). The
abiotic stress group has motifs related to cold/heat stress, drought/flooding, and
other abiotic stress. Biotic stress motifs are associated with herbivory, pathogens,
and other biotic stress. General response motifs are associated with general TFs,
such as core promoter motifs, and transcriptional regulators affecting tissue-,
stage-, or cell-specific expression. Light response motifs can relate to circadian
rhythm, light recognition, and light intensity response. The phenylpropanoidrelated group has motifs found in promoters of phenylpropanoid-related genes.
Finally, the stress and development group is made up of motifs that have multiple
roles, such as in development and stress response, or in response to both abiotic
and biotic stresses.
While each ADT has several promoter motifs, there are clear differences in
the composition of motifs among ADT promoters. Of the 121 motifs identified, only
12 were common to all ADTs, 5 of which are from the SD category. Other common
motifs in ADT family promoters have been associated with specific roles such as
pollen development, light response, and tissue-specific expression.
It is important to note that, of the identified motifs, there are 109 that are not
common to every ADT promoter, suggesting ADT family expression is differential
and modular. Interestingly, ADT1 and ADT4 are the only members that have motifs
from each category. Also, ADT2, ADT3, ADT5, and ADT6 promoters surprisingly
lack motifs of the phenylpropanoid-related group, although ADTs are the gateway
of phenylpropanoid synthesis. The promoter of ADT1 has the greatest number of
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Figure 4. Motif Composition in ADT Promoters
Diagrams of ADT promoter motifs categorized in 7 groups. Blue: Abiotic
Stress, Red: Biotic Stress, Green: Development, Pink: Stress and
Development, Yellow: Light Response, Purple: Phenylpropanoidrelated, Light Gray: General Response.

Modified from Cornelius, 2017.
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phenylpropanoid-related motifs (5), and shares a phenylpropanoid-related motif
with the ADT4 promoter, a putative site for the transcriptional activator carrot
phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (Maeda et al., 2005). Importantly, although these
motifs have been identified and categorized in silico, they have not yet been
functionally tested for their association with the proposed categories.

1.7

Hypothesis and Goals
The six members of the ADT gene family are similar, but individual members

differentially affect Phe and Phe-derived metabolite synthesis. Furthermore,
transcriptional regulation at ADT promoter motifs results in different expression
patterns. It is hypothesized that the ADT family’s differential expression in different
organs, at different developmental times is controlled by their individual ADT
promoters.
To begin describing ADT expression patterns, I sought to use in silico data
from the BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser to create a visual resource to
efficiently display the expression of each ADT at different developmental stages.
Furthermore, to describe ADTs in an important agricultural crop—and to compare
expression patterns of an agricultural crop to A. thaliana—Solanum lycopersicum
(tomato) ADTs were found and their transcriptional expression analyzed in silico.
Lastly, to define AtADT expression in plant organs at greater resolution than
provided by in silico methods, A. thaliana stably transformed with promoterreporter constructs were stained and analyzed using microscopy to provide a
catalogue of ADT developmental expression.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1

Media and Solutions

2.1.1 Media
The following recipes are for solutions. For solid media, 15 g/L agar for LB
or 8 g/L plant grade agarose for MS were added before autoclaving. Appropriate
antibiotics were added after autoclaving and ensuring media had cooled.
Lysogeny Broth (LB):
For 1L: 1L ddH2O, 10 g NaCl, 10 g tryptone, 5 g Bacto™ yeast extract.
Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium:
For 1L: 1L ddH2O, 4.3 g Murashige and Skoog (MS) salts, 10 g sucrose, 0.5 g
2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES). For plating seeds, 5 mL Plant
Preservative Mixture (PPM) was added after autoclaving.
For ½MS medium: ½ of above components, except for sucrose (10 g/L)
Super Optimal Broth with Catabolite Repression (SOC):
For 100 mL: 967.5 ml ddH2O, 10 mL 1M NaCl, 2.5 mL 1 M KCl, 20 g tryptone,
5 g Bacto™ yeast extract. After autoclaving and cooling, 10 mL 1 M MgCl2 and
10 mL 2M glucose was added.

2.1.2 Solutions
β-Glucuronidase (GUS) Staining Solution:
For 1 mL: 830 µL ddH2O, 100 µL of 1 M NaPO4 (pH 7.0), 20 µL of 0.5 M
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (pH 8.0), 10 µL of 10% Triton X-100,
20 µL of 50 mM K3Fe(CN)6, and 20 µL of 0.1 M 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-betaD-glucuronic acid (X-Gluc) dissolved in dimethylformamide.
Agarose Gel (1%):
0.3 g electrophoresis-grade agarose was added to 30 mL Tris acetic acid
EDTA (TAE) buffer, heated 1 min to dissolve, and 1.5 µL of RedSafe™ was added.
Antibiotic Solutions:
For antibiotic stock solutions, antibiotics were individually prepared in ddH2O
and filter sterilized. Stock concentrations: 100 mg/mL ampicillin, 100 mg/mL
carbenicillin, 50 mg/mL gentamycin, 60 mg/mL kanamycin, 100 mg/mL
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spectinomycin. Working concentrations for each antibiotic: 100 μg/ml, 100 μg/ml,
15 μg/ml, 60 μg/ml, 50 μg /ml, respectively.
MiniPrep Solution I (A):
For 100 mL: 5 mL of 50 mM glucose, 2.5 mL of 25 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 0.2 mL
of 10 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 92.3 mL ddH2O.
MiniPrep Solution II:
For 10 mL: 1 mL of 1% (w:v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 0.4 mL of 0.2 N
NaOH, 8.6 mL ddH2O.
MiniPrep Solution III (B):
For 100 mL: 60 mL 2 M K-acetate, 11.5 mL glacial acetic acid, 28.5 mL
ddH2O.
Seed Sterilization Solution (SSS):
For 100 mL: 70 mL dd H2O, 20 mL bleach, 10 mL 1% SDS.

2.1.3 Buffers
50X TAE Buffer:
For 1 L: 242 g Tris, 57.1 mL glacial acetic acid, 100 mL 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0).
Phosphate Buffered Saline Tween (PBS-T):
For 1 L: 800 mL ddH2O, 8 g NaCl, 0.2 g KCl, 1.44 g Na2HPO4, 2 mL Tween20. pH was adjusted to 7.2 with HCl and NaOH and ddH2O filled to 1 L.
Quick DNA Extraction Buffer:
For 100 mL: 20 mL 1 M Tris (pH 7.5), 1.46 g NaCl, 5 mL 0.5 M EDTA, 5 mL
10% SDS.
10X Tris-EDTA:
For 100 mL: 10 mL of 1 M Tris-Cl (pH 7.5-8.0), 2 mL of 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0),
and 88 mL ddH2O.

2.2

Bacterial Strains and Plasmids

2.2.1 Bacteria and Growth Conditions
Escherichia coli strain DH5α was used for Gateway cloning. Escherichia coli
was grown in either LB or SOC medium at 37°C with shaking at 220 RPM.
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Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 (Hellens et al., 2000), provided by Dr.
Grbic (The University of Western Ontario), was used for floral dip transformations.
This strain carries pMP90 as a helper plasmid. Agrobacterium tumefaciens was
grown in either LB or SOC media at 30°C with shaking at 220 RPM.
Bacterial strains containing plasmids were grown in media supplemented
with appropriate antibiotics (Table 1), bacterial cell stocks were stored in a 25%
glycerol solution at -80°C.
When plating bacterial strains, 100 µL of bacterial culture was spread on solid
LB media with appropriate antibiotics. Escherichia coli DH5α was grown overnight
and A. tumefaciens GV3101 was grown over two nights.

2.2.2 Plasmids
The vectors used for the ADT promoter constructs are described in Table 1.
The donor vector pDONR™221 (Invitrogen) was used for Gateway® reactions
(Invitrogen, 2003). pDONR™221 has a kanamycin resistance marker for selection
in E. coli. The destination vector for the eGFP/GUS study used for Gateway®
cloning was pKGWFS7 (Invitrogen, 2003), which confers spectinomycin resistance
to bacteria and a kanamycin marker for selection in plants (Invitrogen, 2003). This
vector carries the eGFP and GUS coding sequences for plant promoter expression
analysis. To prevent growth of unsuccessful recombinants, both pDONR™221 and
pKGWFS7 have a lethal ccdb gene between att sites, and is removed by insertion
of nucleotides between these att sites.
For transformation in A. tumefaciens, the pMP90 helper plasmid has a
gentamycin resistance marker. This helper plasmid is essential for the virulence of
A. tumefaciens in stable transformations of A. thaliana (Hellens et al., 2000).
The ADT4 promoter sequence was previously ordered for a previous thesis
from Bio Basic (Bio Basic Inc. J508021-0001; Cornelius, 2017). It is carried in
pUC57, which has an ampicillin resistance marker for bacteria.

2.3

Plants and Growth Conditions
Arabidopsis thaliana accession Col-0 plants were used for all experiments.
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Table 1. Plasmids Used
Plasmid

Function

Selection in Organisms
Bacteria

Plants

Reference/Source

pDONR™221

Donor

Kanamycin

-

Invitrogen

pKGWFS7

Destination

Spectinomycin

Kanamycin

Invitrogen

pMP90

Helper

Gentamycin

-

Hellens et al., 2000

pUC57

Cloning vector

Ampicillin

-

Bio Basic Inc.; Cornelius, 2017
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The seed stock (CS1092) was obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource
Center (ABRC, http://www.arabidopsis.org/abrc/). Plants were grown at recommended standard growth conditions, in a growth chamber set at 22°C, with a long
day cycle of 16 hr light and 8 hr dark. Soil (Pro-Mix BX Mycorrhizae, containing
peat moss, perlite, vermiculite, and limestone) was kept moist by watering every
few days and fertilizing with Miracle-Gro (NPK 24-8-16) every other week.
For A. thaliana that was to be used for floral dip experiments, seeds were
sown on water-saturated soil and covered by Saran wrap. Seed stratification was
performed by keeping these pots at 4°C for 2 days until pots were moved to the
growth chamber at standard growth conditions.
For A. thaliana used for expression analyses, seeds were plated on ½MS
media with PPM and appropriate antibiotics (Table 1). Seeds were germinated on
½MS as the full MS macronutrient concentration may be toxic for germinating
plants. Seeds were kept at 4°C for two days, then transferred to a growth chamber.
After ~4 weeks of growth, seedlings were transferred to individual pots and
returned to the growth chamber. Pots with smaller seedlings were covered with
saran wrap for a few days, to ensure higher humidity.

2.3.1 Seed Harvesting and Storage Conditions
When siliques started to senesce, watering frequency was decreased. When
most siliques were dry and started to shatter, watering was ceased. Plants were
left to dry completely. Seeds were collected by placing an individual dried plant on
cheesecloth, wrapping it up, and the seeds that fell through were collected and
stored in the dark at 4°C in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube.

2.3.2 Seed Surface Sterilization
To sterilize seed surfaces before plating, seeds were soaked in ten volumes
of SSS for 10 min, with vortexing or flicking every 2 min. Seeds were then rinsed
with ddH2O at least three times, and finally placed in 20 volumes of ddH2O before
being plated. Using a pipette tip, seeds were placed individually on a plate with
about 50 seeds per 100 mm x 15 mm Petri dish.
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2.4

Cloning Strategies

2.4.1 Plant Genomic DNA Isolation
A single A. thaliana leaf was placed into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube and
mashed with a pestle in 200 µL of Quick DNA Extraction Buffer. An additional
200 µL of Quick DNA Extraction Buffer was added, the solution was vortexed, and
then centrifuged at 14000 RPM for 5 min. 300 µL of the supernatant was moved
to a new Eppendorf tube and was vortexed with 300 µL of room temperature
isopropanol. Samples were centrifuged at 14000 RPM for 10 min, supernatant was
removed, and the DNA pellet was dried by blotting and air-drying. The DNA was
dissolved in 100 µL of 10 mM Tris, and stored at -20°C.

2.4.2 Plasmid DNA Isolation
Plasmid DNA for A. tumefaciens transformations was isolated using the
MiniPrep method (Sambrook & Russell, 2006). Briefly, 3 mL of LB was inoculated
with a single colony of transformed E. coli supplemented with appropriate
antibiotics. 1.5 mL was poured into an Eppendorf tube and centrifuged for 30 sec
to pellet cells. The supernatant was removed via aspiration, and the pellet was
resuspended in 100 µL cold MiniPrep Solution I by vortexing. 200 µl of MiniPrep
Solution II was added, the tube was inverted five times, 150 µL of MiniPrep
Solution III was added, again inverted several times, and stored on ice for 5 min.
The samples were centrifuged in a microfuge at maximum speed for 5 min, and
two volumes of 95% ethanol were added to the tube, which was then vortexed and
incubated at room temperature for 2 min. Samples were centrifuged in a microfuge
at maximum speed and the supernatant was removed by aspiration. After the pellet
was air-dried, 1mL of 70% ethanol was added to the tube followed by inverting.
Samples were centrifuged in a microfuge at maximum speed for 2 min, and the
supernatant was removed by aspiration. After the pellet was air-dried for 10 min,
DNA was dissolved in 20-50 µL of TE, vortexed gently, and stored at -20°C.

2.5

Cloning of Promoters
I used promoter constructs cloned by Sara Abolhassani Rad and Emily
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Cornelius (Abolhassani Rad, 2017; Cornelius, 2017). Promoter regions of ADTs
were amplified up to 1 kb upstream of each ADT’s translational start site (TrSS)
(Figure 5). As ADT1, ADT2, ADT3, and ADT6 have upstream genes within 1 kb,
the intergenic sequence between the upstream gene and the ADT was amplified.
For ADT4, the 1 kb region upstream of the TrSS is AT-rich and caused problems
with amplification; hence, the amplified sequence was expanded to 1200 bp. As
introns can affect gene expression (Jeong et al., 2006; Mascarenhas et al., 1990),
one additional region was amplified for both ADT1 and ADT2 (termed ADT1i and
ADT2i), spanning from the 5’ end at 1 kb upstream of their TrSS to the 3’ end of
their first intron.
The amplified promoter regions were cloned into pDONR™221 by Gateway®
recombination (Invitrogen, 2003) and positive transformants were selected in
E. coli. A second set of Gateway® reactions were performed to recombine the
amplified promoter sequences into the destination vector pKGWFS7 and positive
transformants were again selected in E. coli. Resulting ADT promoter-eGFP/GUS
reporter plasmids were transformed into A. tumefaciens (Section 2.6.1). Next, the
floral dip method (Section 2.6.2) was used to stably transform A. thaliana. Sara
Abolhassani Rad previously made stable eGFP/GUS line for ADT5 (Abolhassani
Rad, 2017). Emily Cornelius transformed the remaining ADT constructs into
A. thaliana (Cornelius, 2017). Some of these lines (see Section 2.6.2) were unable
to grow on selective media, as there were issues with seed storage and growth,
so re-transformations were necessary.

2.6

Transformations

2.6.1 Bacterial Transformation
Chemically competent DH5α E. coli cells were prepared using a rubidium
chloride method (Renzette, 2011). Escherichia coli was transformed by performing
a heat shock method (Sambrook & Russell, 2001). Briefly, competent cells stored
at -80°C were thawed on ice for 5 min and mixed by flicking. 50 µL of cells were
added to 2 µL of DNA for E. coli transformation. Samples were incubated for 20
min on ice then heat-shocked for 50 sec at 42°C. Samples were returned to ice for
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Figure 5. Map of Regions Amplified for ADT Promoter-eGFP/GUS Constructs
The amplified region for each ADT is shown over a representation of
ADT genes in the genome. The regions include ADT untranslated
regions (UTRs) and 3’ UTRs of upstream genes, if present. The
promoter regions amplified were up to 1 kb long in intergenic regions,
or up to an upstream gene, whichever was shorter.
ADT1 and ADT2 contain introns, which can have regulatory elements,
so these regions were also amplified with a second reverse primer.
ADT2, ADT3, and ADT4 have high AT content in their promoters. ADT2
and ADT3 forward primers were designed overlapping the end of an
upstream gene’s coding sequence to ensure complete amplification.
The amplified region for ADT4 was extended past 1 kb as it did not have
an upstream gene in that proximity.

The primers designed for the amplified regions were designed by
Cornelius, 2017 (ADT1, ADT1i, ADT2, ADT2i, ADT3, ADT4, ADT6) and
Abolhassani Rad, 2017 (ADT5).

Sequence lengths: ADT1 0.60 kb, ADT1i 2.20 kb, ADT2 0.55 kb, ADT2i
1.00 kb, ADT3 0.99 kb, ADT4 1.20 kb, ADT5 1.00 kb, ADT6 0.75 kb.

Modified from Cornelius, 2017.
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2 min and 950 µL of room temperature SOC medium was added. Samples were
incubated for 1.5 hrs. 100 µL of samples were plated on LB supplemented with the
appropriate antibiotics and incubated overnight.
Electrocompetent GV3101 A. tumefaciens cells were prepared and
transformed as described by using an electroporation method by Weise, 2013.
Briefly, electrocompetent A. tumefaciens stored at -80°C were thawed on ice for
10 min, with electroporation cuvettes and Eppendorf tubes chilling on ice. Cells
were mixed with 2 µL of 15 ng/µL plasmid DNA by flicking. Cells/DNA were
transferred to electroporation cuvettes without bubbles, and electroporated at 2.5
kV, 400 Ω, 25 µF. 970 µL of SOC was added, and the mixture was transferred to
a pre-chilled Eppendorf tube. Cells were incubated at 30°C for 1.5 hrs with shaking.
100 µL of cells were plated on LB containing appropriate antibiotics for selection.

2.6.2 Stable A. thaliana Transformation
Arabidopsis thaliana was transformed with A. tumefaciens using the floral dip
method (Zhang et al., 2006). Briefly, a pot of wild-type A. thaliana was grown until
about 20-30 inflorescences had grown, and their siliques were removed while the
plant aged. Freezer stocks of A. tumefaciens with the desired promoter construct
were streaked on LB supplemented with appropriate antibiotics. Single colonies
were used to inoculate a 5 mL feeder culture of LB with appropriate antibiotics. All
5 mL of the feeder culture was used to inoculate 500 mL of LB supplemented with
appropriate antibiotics, and grown for 16-24 h, until the cell culture was in
stationary phase (OD of ~1.5-2.0). A. tumefaciens cells were collected by
centrifugation at 3000 RPM for 10 min, followed by gently resuspending in 500 mL
of 5% (w/v) sucrose. To the sucrose solution, Silwet L-77 was added to a
concentration of 0.02% (vol/vol) before dipping. The aerial parts of the prepared
A. thaliana were dipped in the A. tumefaciens sucrose solution, submerging all
aboveground parts including rosette leaves. Dipping was done for 10 sec with
gentle agitation, then the plant was drained for 5 sec leaving a visible film of the
solution on the plant. At least 3 plants were dipped for each promoter construct, to
generate multiple independent stable transformants. Plastic bags were used to
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cover the plants, secured to the pot with an elastic, to maintain humidity. Bagged
plants were laid down on their sides and left in the dark for 16-24 h. Subsequently,
the bags were removed, the pots returned upright to the growth chamber and
incubated under standard growth conditions, until ready for seed harvesting. The
ADT promoter-eGFP/GUS lines used are outlined in Table 2.

2.7

Staining Procedures and Microscopy to Analyze Plant Organs

2.7.1 GUS Staining of A. thaliana
GUS histochemical staining was performed by cutting select A. thaliana
organs into an Eppendorf tube and submerging it in 1 mL of fresh GUS solution.
Un-infiltrated wild-type A. thaliana were used as negative controls. Organs were
then vacuum-infiltrated for 15 min and incubated in the dark at 37°C for 16-24 hrs.
After staining, the organs along with GUS solution were transferred into wells
of VWR® 12-well flat bottom tissue culture plates. The GUS solution was removed
gently with a pipette, and organs were de-stained with increasing 50%, 75%, and
95% ethanol washes, repeated until chlorophyll was removed and organs became
white or opaque. To avoid drying, de-stained organs were stored in ddH2O at 4°C.

2.7.2 Light Microscopy of GUS Stained Organs
To document ADT expression in histochemically-stained organs, light
microscopy images were taken in Dr. Beth MacDougall-Shackleton’s lab using a
Nikon Eclipse 50i microscope with a Nikon Digital Sight for viewing on the
computer. A few drops of ddH2O or ethanol were placed onto a slide inside a
square formed with Vaseline, and the de-stained organs were placed onto the
droplet. A cover slip was placed on top, avoiding wrinkling and folding of tissues.
A 10X lens was used for imaging, and multiple photos of each organ were taken
to sufficiently cover the whole organ, as desired.
To generate high-resolution images of whole organs with ADT expression
patterns, composite images were constructed using the original 10X photos from
light microscopy. To combine images, Adobe Photoshop CS6 was used to
manually overlay each photo taken. The edges of photos were blended generating
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Table 2. ADT Promoter Lines Used
Construct

Available Lines at Start of Thesis

# of T2 Lines

ADT1

1 T0 line, 1 T1 line (Cornelius, 2017)

2

ADT1i

1 T0 line, 1 T1 line (Cornelius, 2017)

2

ADT2

0 lines, re-infiltrated A. thaliana with A. tumefaciens stock*

4

ADT2i

1 T1 line, 1 T2 line (Cornelius, 2017)

2

ADT3

0 lines, re-transformed A. tumefaciens with E. coli stock*

1

ADT4

0 lines, re-infiltrated A. thaliana with A. tumefaciens stock*

4

ADT5

4 T1 lines (Abolhassani Rad, 2017)

4

ADT6

2 T1 lines (Cornelius, 2017)

2

* Received A. thaliana lines from Cornelius (2017). However, there were lines unable to grow on selective media due to
issues with seed storage and growth.
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seamless composites. To avoid manipulation of data, original photos were taken
with sufficient overlap so that the entire organ was captured and able to be
combined. In cases where an organ had multiple focal planes, multiple images at
different focal points were blended to give the best representation of the ADT
expression in a given organ.

2.7.3 Confocal Microscopy for GFP Imaging
To detect GFP, confocal images were taken at Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada using a confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus Fluoview FV1200).
Stably transformed A. thaliana organs were placed onto microscope slides onto a
drop of ddH2O or ethanol. A cover slip was placed over top, avoiding wrinkling and
folding tissues, to ensure imaging in the same focal plane. A 10X objective lens
and 60X water immersion objective lens were used for imaging. eGFP was excited
with a laser at 488 nm and emission data collected at 509 nm. To detect chloroplast
autofluorescence, the Ds-Red2 laser setting at 559 nm was used to excite and
collect emission data between 640 and 700 nm. Overlays to combine the different
filters were created automatically using the Olympus Fluoview built-in software.

2.8

In silico Methods and Computer Programs

2.8.1 Bio-Analytic Resource (BAR) Database
The “Arabidopsis eFP Browser” (Winter et al., 2007) in the BAR database
(Austin et al., 2016) was used to analyze ADT RNA expression patterns in different
organs over developmental time. The expression values are based on RNA
microarray data (Schmid et al., 2005) read by GeneChip® Operating Software
(GCOS) normalized with a Target Intensity (TGT) of 100. TGT is the value of target
intensity used in GCOS so that data from multiple sources can be compared. The
“Absolute” mode was used to analyze expression patterns of individual ADTs. To
do a pairwise comparison of two ADT expression patterns, the “Compare” mode
was used. This analysis shows where gene A has greater expression compared
to gene B, and vice versa, depending on input order. Stage numbers for flowers
and seeds are based on phenotype and embryo development (Tables 3 and 4).
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Table 3. Flower Stages and Phenotypes
Stage*

Phenotype

Flower

9

Begins with petal primordia elongation. All organs elongate, nectary glands
appear. Ends when anthers ~300 µm.

Closed

10

Petals reach top of lateral stamens. Papillae begin formation at top of carpels.

Closed

11
12
15

Carpel has papillae. Ends with petal primordia reaching the top of medial
stamens.
Organs elongate, anthers reach ~400 µm. Top of carpels differentiates into
style separated from papillae.
Stigma grows past anthers. Vascular bundles grow, xylem lignifies, lateral
bundles grow through mesocarp.

Closed
Sepals open
Open

* Flower stages displayed in the eFP Browser. Flower stage numbers based on phenotypes are as described by AlvarezBuylla et al. (2010).
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Table 4. Seed Stages and Phenotypes
Stage*

Phenotype

Silique**

3

Developing seeds with embryos from mid globular to early heart stage

+

4

Developing seeds with embryos from early to late heart stage

+

5

Developing seeds with embryos from late heart to mid torpedo stage

+

6

Developing seeds with embryos from mid to late torpedo stage

-

7

Developing seeds with embryos from late torpedo to early walking-stick stage

-

8

Developing seeds with embryos from walking-stick to early curled cotyledon stage

-

9

Developing seeds with embryos from curled cotyledon to early green cotyledon stage

-

10

Developing seeds with green cotyledon embryos

-

* Seed stages displayed in the eFP Browser. Seed stage numbers were defined based on the embryo phenotype by
Schmid et al. (2005). Embryo phenotypes and names are described in a review by West & Harada (1993).
** Seeds at stages denoted with a + were harvested within and analyzed along with green siliques.
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2.8.2 Sequence Alignments
Protein blasts were performed using BLASTp from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (Altschul et al., 1990). This uses query protein
sequence data to search selected databases for other proteins of similar sequence
composition. The non-redundant (nr) database of nr GenBank CDS translations
was used to search S. lycopersicum proteins that aligned to AtADTs to find likely
SlADTs.

2.8.3 Tomato Expression Atlas
The Tomato Expression Atlas (TEA; Fernandez-Pozo et al., 2017) was used
to analyze RNA expression of SlADTs in the different cell types of developing
tomato fruit. The expression values are based on RNAseq data prepared from
tissues isolated by laser capture microdissection (LCM) (Pattison et al., 2015;
Shinozaki et al., 2018). The TEA co-expression cube was used to display
potentially co-expressed genes during fruit development.

2.8.4 Find Individual Motif Occurrences (FIMO)
To search for regulatory motifs in ADT introns, the FIMO tool from the MEME
suite was used (Bailey et al., 2009; Grant et al., 2011). The full sequence of the
first introns for ADT1 and ADT2 were checked for an IME-related motif in these
analyses. The p-value threshold was set to 0.0001 for both intron analyses.
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3. RESULTS
3.1

Initial in silico Analysis of A. thaliana ADT Expression Using BAR
To begin analyzing ADT expression patterns in A. thaliana, the “Arabidopsis

eFP Browser” (Winter et al., 2007) from the BAR database (Austin et al., 2016)
was used. For any gene of interest, existing microarray data of RNA expression
can be seen for a variety of organs, developmental stages, and growth conditions
(Schmid et al., 2005). For this thesis, ADT expression in organs during the
development of A. thaliana grown under standard growth conditions were studied.
The Developmental Map function was used to view images for different A. thaliana
developmental stages to display RNA expression data in “electronic fluorescent
pictographic” (eFP) representations for a gene of interest. This tool was used to
search for data for ADT1 (At1g11790), ADT2 (At3g07630), ADT3 (At2g27820),
ADT4 (At3g44720), ADT5 (At5g22630), and ADT6 (At1g08250).
When analyzing RNA expression of a gene in the eFP Browser using the
“Absolute” mode, data are visually represented as a heat map gradient from red to
yellow (Figure 6). This gradient on the visual map is based on the maximal
absolute expression of the gene of interest (with red, orange, and yellow
representing high, intermediate, and low/no expression, respectively). While
analyzing individual ADTs, it became apparent that the default settings in the
software were insufficient to compare ADT expression. There were two major
reasons for this: 1) extremely high expression in a single organ or stage skews the
visual representation of the remaining data, and 2) no two ADTs shared the same
maximal expression, which made comparison between ADTs problematic.
To address these two shortcomings, settings were changed in the eFP
Browser for better visualization of ADT expression. First, low, intermediate, and
high threshold settings in the database were used to scale values to a respective
threshold, rather than the gene of interest’s maximum expression. This made
individual ADT expression analysis accessible by identifying specific differences in
an ADT’s expression (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3). Second, a pairwise comparison
between two ADTs allows for the efficient identification of organs with differential
or equal expression of two ADTs (Sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5).
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Figure 6. eFP Browser Data Representation
Feature and data output diagrams from the BAR database Arabidopsis
eFP Browser using CHLOROPHYLL A/B BINDING PROTEIN (CAB1)
as an example (Winter et al., 2007).

A: A histogram of the RNA expression values for all A. thaliana genes
and their expression values in all organs shown in gray. The red line
indicates the input gene’s maximum expression value. The blue line
indicates the input gene’s lowest expression value.

B: The RNA expression level colour scale used in the heat maps with
signal values from microarray data (Schmid et al., 2005). The
maximum value (red) represents the highest expression of the input
gene in an organ. The lowest value (yellow) is 0. Masked, in grey,
refers to the database masking genes with large standard deviation
in an organ (>50% of the average value for that organ and stage).

C: RNA expression of the input gene in leaves from the first true leaves,
through each numbered leaf, to senescing leaves. The expression
values are displayed visually using the red to yellow colour scale (B)
representing expression values based on the microarray data from
Schmid et al., (2005).

D: RNA expression in seeds from the globular to green cotyledon
stages (Table 4). The corresponding seed stages were numbered by
Schmid et al. (2005) based on embryo phenotypes described by
West & Harada (1993). The expression values are displayed visually
using the red to yellow scale (B) representing expression values from
microarray data from Schmid et al., (2005).
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3.1.1 Individual ADT RNA Expression at Chosen Thresholds
To display expression effectively for individual ADTs using the “Absolute”
mode, three thresholds were selected based on the GCOS expression values of
ADTs (Figure 7). The low threshold was set at 200, as the RNA expression data
for the ADT3 and ADT6 display GCOS values approaching but not exceeding 200.
The high threshold was set at 500 because ADT5 was the only ADT that had any
GCOS expression values exceeding 500. The intermediate threshold was set at
350 as the data for ADT1, ADT2, and ADT4 had values approaching but not
exceeding 350 and the value was directly between the high and low values. With
these thresholds decided, a resource for the ADT family was made so that the
expression pattern of each ADT could be visualized and more accurately
compared to other ADTs (Figure 8 and Appendix A).

3.1.2 ADT1 Expression Patterns Using Individual Expression Data
As this generated a large data set, I will present results for ADT1 in detail and
focus on highlights for other ADTs (Figure 8, Appendices A and B). For a broader
comparative overview, RNA expression data are summarized for each ADT in
Appendices A and B. It is important to note that while this thesis focuses on ADTs
with elevated expression in select organs and developmental times, each ADT
displays at least basal expression in every part of A. thaliana.
Other than stage 6 and 7 seeds, ADT1 expression was highest on average
in rosette leaves compared to other organs (Figure 7). The eFP browser leaves
are labeled based on their position and growth number in the rosette. Leaf 1 and
2 had higher ADT1 expression when they are younger versus when they are older
(an 8-fold decrease), and ADT1 expression decreased in older senescing leaves.
The eFP browser displays data for siliques based on the stage of
development of their seeds and are analyzed along with the developing seeds
inside. Past seed stage 5, only seed expression values were measured. From early
siliques/seed stage 3 (globular) to stage 7 (walking stick) seeds, ADT1 expression
increased (Figure 7). This was followed by steadily decreasing ADT1 expression
from there to stage 10 (green cotyledon) seeds.
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Figure 7. Expression of ADT1 in Various Organs and Developmental Stages
ADT1 expression values in A. thaliana organs throughout development.
Based on microarray data from Schmid et al., 2005. Labels were
modified for clarity from the BAR database (Austin et al., 2016).
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Figure 8. ADT1 Expression Data Using Thresholds Set in the Arabidopsis
eFP Browser
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser representations of ADT1
expression in A. thaliana organs over developmental time (Winter et al.,
2007). Labels were altered for clarity from the BAR database (Austin et
al., 2016). For stage 12 and 15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St:
stamens, and C: carpels.

A: ADT1 expression in A. thaliana with the low signal threshold of 200
set in the eFP Browser.

B: ADT1 expression data in A. thaliana with the intermediate signal
threshold of 350 set in the eFP Browser.
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In developing flowers, the BAR database refers to the flower developmental
stages described by Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2010). The points of analysis were stage
9, 10, 11, 12, and 15 whole flowers; stage 12 and 15 sepals, petals, stamens, and
carpels; stage 15 pedicels; and mature pollen (Table 3). ADT1 had low expression
in some specific floral organs, stage 12 flower stamens and stage 15 flower petals
and stamens (Figure 7). The low expression in these organs, as well ADT1
expression in other organs, are next compared to those of the rest of the ADT
family to describe ADT expression in more detail.

3.1.3 ADT1 Expression Compared to ADT Family Members Using Individual
Expression Data
In seedlings, ADT1 had low expression in roots, second only to ADT6
(Appendix B4). ADT1 expression in the hypocotyl was greater than in the root,
but was the 3rd lowest ADT expressed there, before ADT2 and ADT6. The order of
expression values was the same for cotyledons at this developmental stage. In
vegetative rosette plants, its root expression was only surpassed ADT6.
ADT1 first showed elevated expression in the leaves. In vegetative rosette
leaves, it was the most expressed ADT, nearly doubling the next highest
expression value from ADT2 (Appendix B1). ADT1 expression in the numbered
rosette leaves was quite high, on average. In the first and second true leaves, it
again had the highest expression by at least double over any other ADT. When
these leaves were approximately a week older, their ADT1 expression decreased.
However, expression in other studied rosette leaves (4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12) was higher
than every other ADT, surpassed or matched only by ADT4 and ADT5 in leaves 4
and 6. Notably, ADT1 expression in these rosette leaves increased the newer the
leaf. That is, rosette leaf 2 had the lowest expression at a value of 45.28, which
increased with the leaf numbers up to 215.20 in rosette leaf 12. In leaf 7, the distal
and proximal ends (relative to the plant stem) were measured, and the proximal
end had more ADT1 expression than the distal. In cauline and senescing leaves,
however, ADT1 expression was the lowest ADT by at least ~50%.
The stem data are measured from the 2nd internode. Here, ADT1 expres-
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-sion was low compared to other ADTs, and its expression value of 56.13 was
much lower than ADT4 (323.78) and ADT5 (996.78) (Appendix B4). While not
an attribute of ADT1 expression, it is notable that ADT5 stem expression was the
highest value returned for any ADT in any organ, by more than 400 (followed by
ADT5 in roots, 538.51).
The expression of ADT1 did not vary greatly from other ADTs in the whole
flower data from stages 9 to 12 (Appendix B2). This was true for the carpels and
sepals at stage 12, although stamen ADT1 expression was lower than other ADTs,
and expression in petals was similar to other ADTs but higher than ADT4 by 2-fold.
Whole flowers at stage 15 expressed ADT1 and ADT6 at similar levels, lower than
the other ADTs, but ADT1 was the most expressed ADT in the pedicel at this stage.
In the individual floral organs at stage 15, the expression patterns vary across
organ type. Like ADT3, ADT1 had low expression in sepals compared to other
ADTs. In petals, the whole family had relatively low expression, except for ADT5
with a high expression value of 457.96. In stamens, this grouping was the same,
with ADT5 surpassing others with a high expression value of 379.71. In carpels,
the expression value for each ADT was around 110, except for the least expressed
ADT6. Finally, in mature pollen, ADT1 had the highest representation of any ADT
with a signal value of 72.68, more than double any other ADT.
The increase of ADT1 expression in seeds up to stage 7 was also seen in
ADT4 expression, which increased to stage 7 and then decreased (Appendix B3).
Finally, ADT1 did not have elevated expression in dry or seeds imbibed for 24 hr
in water. Much like all the remaining ADTs, it displayed much less expression in
these seeds compared to ADT2, which was the highest expressed ADT in seeds.

3.1.4 Pairwise Expression
To compare expression patterns directly between two ADTs, the “Compare”
function in the eFP Browser was used. This is useful to show where one gene of
interest (primary) has a more abundant expression compared to another
(secondary). It allows input of two genes of interest and calculates the expression
of the first gene input relative to the second gene input, shown in log2 fold
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differences. This information is displayed with a colour gradient from red to yellow
and from yellow to blue. A red output is displayed when the primary gene is the
most highly expressed over the secondary, while yellow is where both genes are
relatively similarly expressed. Finally, blue is shown when the secondary gene is
more highly expressed than the primary, though this value is limited to the negative
value described by a red output. Note that when analyzing the eFP Browser
comparative data, a value of +1 or -1 on the scale would refer to double or half the
expression, respectively. Using comparative data, a resource of ADT expression
was generated comparing each ADT to every other ADT (Appendix C). One ADT
comparison, ADT1 vs. ADT5, is explained in this section. Because the log2 values
are scaled based on the maximal expression differences with focus on the primary
input gene, reciprocal inputs for each ADT comparison were also included. This is
important to note, although overall it did not vastly alter the comparative data.

3.1.5 Pairwise Expression Comparison Between ADT1 and ADT5
ADT1 and ADT5 expression patterns were analyzed in terms of fold
differences between each other (Figure 9). In seedlings, they expressed similarly,
except in seedling roots where ADT5 expressed almost 4-fold more than ADT1. In
vegetative rosettes, while roots still expressed ADT5 more (7-fold), ADT1’s whole
rosette leaf expression was 5-fold greater than ADT5. It was also greater (3-fold)
in rosette leaves after the plant had transitioned to flowering. In individual leaves,
ADT1 expression at least doubled ADT5 in leaves 1, 7, 8, 10, and 12. ADT5 outexpressed ADT1 in rosette leaf 2 and cauline leaves by a small margin, and by 4fold in senescing leaves. In rosette leaves 4 and 6, they were similarly expressed.
In stems, ADT5 greatly out-expressed ADT1 by almost 14-fold. Whole
flowers from stage 9 to 12 expressed both ADTs similarly. However, individual
organs from stage 12 flowers showed ADT5 expressed more than ADT1 in sepals,
petals, and stamens (3-, 11-, and 14-fold, respectively). ADT5 expression further
amplified in the same organ of stage 15 flowers, thereby increasing ADT5’s whole
flower expression. The only floral organ in which ADT1 was expressed more than
ADT5 was in mature pollen (15-fold).
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Figure 9. Comparative Representation of Expression Data Between ADT1
and ADT5 in the Arabidopsis eFP Browser
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser representations of pairwise
comparisons between ADT1 and ADT5 expression in A. thaliana
organs over developmental time (Winter et al., 2007). Labels were
altered for clarity from the BAR database (Austin et al., 2016). For stage
12 and 15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels.

A: ADT1 vs. ADT5 expression in A. thaliana, maximum fold difference
of 14.6-fold.

B: ADT5 vs. ADT1 expression in A. thaliana, maximum fold difference
of 14.4-fold.
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Finally, in seeds, ADT1 was expressed slightly more than ADT5 in stages 3,
6, and 7 (around 1.5-fold). In the remaining tested seed stages (4, 5, 8, 9, and 10),
ADT5 expressed slightly more than ADT1 (also around 1.5-fold).

3.2

ADTs in Tomatoes

3.2.1 Identifying ADTs in S. lycopersicum
To determine if ADT RNA expression patterns vary within another species like they
do in A. thaliana, homologues in S. lycopersicum were found using BLASTp from
NCBI (Altschul et al., 1990). Solanum lycopersicum was selected as an
agriculturally relevant dicot and it is one of few, if not the only, plant species which
has a comprehensive database for RNA expression data comparable to the one
for A. thaliana. Four SlADTs were found for S. lycopersicum encoded by the
following

genes:

Solyc02g080620

(SlADT1),

Solyc11g072520

(SlADT2),

Solyc11g066890 (SlADT6), and Solyc06g074530 (SlADT6-like). The names,
abbreviations, and corresponding AtADTs are outlined in Table 5. A phylogenetic
analysis (Figure 10) shows that SlADT1 and AtADT1 are similar, as are SlADT2
and AtADT2. SlADT6 and SlADT6-like are most similar to A. thaliana ADTs in
subgroup III. As the sequences in this subgroup are very similar to one another,
sequence analysis is not sufficient to narrow down a particular homolog.

3.2.2 Expression Patterns of Each SlADT Using BAR
The BAR database includes a resource for S. lycopersicum, the “Tomato eFP
Browser” (Austin et al., 2016). It displays data like its A. thaliana counterpart,
although fewer organ data are available, only including roots, entire tomato fruit at
a handful of stages, and leaves at undefined stages (Matas et al., 2011). There is
a small representation of data for Solanum pimpenellifolium, the currant tomato, in
leaves and 3 stages of fruits. The expression of each SlADT is shown in Figure 11.
From the Tomato eFP browser, only some expression patterns were seen.
SlADT1 had low overall expression, with no specific organs displaying clear
preferential expression. SlADT2 expressed slightly higher on average compared
to SlADT1 (26 vs 9), with relatively even distribution throughout the plant. The
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Table 5. Solanum lycopersicum ADTs* and Their Homologs in Arabidopsis thaliana
S. lycopersicum
Gene ID

Abbreviated
gene name

Solyc02g080620

SlADT1

Solyc11g072520

SlADT2

Solyc11g066890

SlADT6

Solyc06g074530

SlADT6-like

Predicted function and subcellular
location based on NCBI
arogenate dehydratase/prephenate
dehydratase 1, chloroplastic
arogenate dehydratase/prephenate
dehydratase 2, chloroplastic
arogenate dehydratase/prephenate
dehydratase 6, chloroplastic
arogenate dehydratase/prephenate
dehydratase 6, chloroplastic-like

AtADT**
ortholog

% identity to
AtADT****

ADT1

66%

ADT2

67%

ADT3/4/5/6***

81/67/70/79%

ADT3/4/5/6***

74/71/70/80%

* S. lycopersicum ADTs were identified by using BLASTp,
** Determined through phylogenetic analysis (Figure 10)
*** ADT3, ADT4, ADT5 and ADT6 from A. thaliana are all in Subgroup III (Cho et al., 2007) and share a high degree of
sequence similarity therefore it is difficult to predict orthologs based on sequence comparison alone.
**** Identity between the tomato and A. thaliana ADT amino acid sequences.
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Figure 10. Phylogenetic Analysis of AtADTs and SlADTs
Maximum likelihood tree of A. thaliana and S. lycopersicum ADTs,
phylogenetic analyses were conducted in MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018).
Protein sequences were aligned using MUSCLE and the tree was
constructed using a bootstrap value of 1000. Branch numbers are
bootstrap values and scale bar shows sequence divergence. An ADT
from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was used as an outgroup. A. thaliana
amino acid sequences were retrieved from TAIR (loci in order of AtADT:
At1g11790, At3g07630, At2g27820, At3g44720, At5g22630, and
At1g08250). S. lycopersicum amino acid sequences were retrieved
from the Sol Genomics Network associated with the Tomato Expression
Atlas

database

(loci:

Solyc02g080620,

Solyc11g072520,

Solyc11g066890, and Solyc06g074530). The C. reinhardtii amino
sequence was retrieved from AlgaePath (locus: Cre06.g261800). The
ADT subgroups are identified by Roman numerals and separated by
green lines based on Cho et al. (2007).
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S. lycopersicum ADT6-like
S. lycopersicum ADT6
A. thaliana ADT6
A. thaliana ADT3
A. thaliana ADT4
A. thaliana ADT5
S. lycopersicum ADT2
A. thaliana ADT2
S. lycopersicum ADT1
A. thaliana ADT1
C. reinhardtii ADT
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Figure 11. SlADT Expression Patterns Using the BAR Database
Shown are the BAR database visual representations of SlADT
expression in S. lycopersicum (Matas et al., 2011). Green text in top
right identifies the highest value of expression for that SlADT shown in
the BAR database (Austin et al., 2016). All thresholds are set at 100.

A: SlADT1
B: SlADT2
C: SlADT6
D: SlADT6-like
E: Coloured expression gradient (as explained in Figure 6B), set at
a threshold of 100.
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clearest differential expression patterns were seen for SlADT6 and SlADT6-like. In
roots, both SlADT6 and SlADT6-like had three- and four-times higher expression,
respectively, compared to SlADT1 and SlADT2. SlADT6 had high expression (~76)
in breaker fruits, both for S. lycopersicum and S. pimpenellifolium. Interestingly,
SlADT6 expression in S. pimpenellifolium leaves was greater compared to
S. lycopersicum (3-fold), indicating that some ADT expression is species-specific.
Lastly, ADT6-like expression was elevated in mature green fruits and was
extremely high (~522) in fully opened flowers.

3.2.3 Expression Patterns of SlADTs Using TEA
SlADT expression was further analyzed using the Tomato Expression Atlas
(TEA) database (Fernandez-Pozo et al., 2017). TEA uses RNA-seq data and
displays them for different developmental stages of tomato fruit: equatorial cross
sections for young fruit from 0-30 days post anthesis (DPA; Figure 12); for mature
green and breaker stage tomatoes (Figure 13); and for ripening fruit (pink, light
red, and ripe red stages; Figure 14). For larger fruits from the mature green stage
to the light red stage, data are not only shown at the equatorial region but also in
cross sections at the top and the bottom of the fruit (the stem and stylar ends,
respectively). The resolution of the expression analysis allows one to distinguish
RNA levels in the septum, locular tissue, placenta, columella, seeds, and total
pericarp. At every developmental stage, RNA expression data were also collected
for the pericarp using laser capture microdissection. These LCM images allow one
to see details for the outer epidermis, collenchyma, parenchyma, vascular tissue,
and inner epidermis (Figures 12, 13, and 14).
Similar to the data from the BAR database, both SlADT1 and SlADT2 had
steadily low RNA expression levels in all fruit tissues and for all developmental
stages (data not shown). SIADT6 had consistent low RNA expression levels in all
tissues and developmental stages with the exception of the outer epidermis of the
pericarp (Figures 12A, 13A, and 14A). In this single cell layer, SIADT6 RNA levels
had gradually increased through the early developmental stages until they reached
the highest level (~1200 reads per million, RPM) recorded for any ADT in the pink
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Figure 12. Cross-section and Laser Capture Microdissection Images of
SlADT6 and SlADT6-like Expression in 0 to 30 DPA Tomato Fruits
Cross-section and LCM images of SlADT6-like expression in
S. lycopersicum fruit over developmental stages were determined in
silico using TEA (Fernandez-Pozo et al., 2017). In A and B, LMD refers
to the LCM images.

A: SlADT6 expression in 0 to 30 DPA tomato fruits, with four fruit cross
sections for 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 DPA. Underneath 5, 10, and 20 DPA
cross sections, there are three LCM images for fruit pericarp tissue
expression of SlADT6.

B: SlADT6-like expression in 0 to 30 DPA tomato fruits, with four fruit
cross sections for 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 DPA. Underneath 5, 10, and
20 DPA cross sections, there are three LCM images for fruit pericarp
tissue expression of SlADT6-like.

Colour legend for tomato tissues and cell types:
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Figure 13. Cross-section and Laser Capture Microdissection Images of
SlADT6 and SlADT6-like Expression in Mature Green and Breaker
Stage Tomato Fruits
Cross-section and LCM images of SlADT6-like expression in
S. lycopersicum fruit over developmental stages were determined in
silico using TEA (Fernandez-Pozo et al., 2017). In A and B, LMD refers
to the LCM images.

A: SlADT6 expression in mature green and breaker stage tomato fruits,
with three cross sections for each stage, at the stem, equatorial, and
stylar regions. Next to each set of cross sections, there is an LCM
image for fruit pericarp tissue at the equatorial region showing
SlADT6 expression.

B: SlADT6-like expression in mature green and breaker stage tomato
fruits, with three cross sections for each stage, at the stem,
equatorial, and stylar regions. Next to each set of cross sections,
there is an LCM image for fruit pericarp tissue at the equatorial region
showing SlADT6-like expression.

Colour legend for tomato tissues and cell types:
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Figure 14. Cross-section and Laser Capture Microdissection Images of
SlADT6 and SlADT6-like Expression in Pink, Light Red, and Ripe
Red Stage Tomato Fruits
Cross-section and LCM images of SlADT6-like expression in
S. lycopersicum fruit over developmental stages were determined in
silico using TEA (Fernandez-Pozo et al., 2017). In A and B, LMD refers
to the LCM images.

A: SlADT6 expression in pink, light red, and ripe red stage tomato fruits,
with three cross sections for the pink stage, at the stem, equatorial,
and stylar regions. Light red and ripe red cross sections are from the
equatorial region. Next to each set of cross sections, there is a
corresponding LCM image for fruit pericarp tissue at the equatorial
region showing SlADT6 expression.

B: SlADT6-like expression in pink, light red, and ripe red stage tomato
fruits, with three cross sections for the pink stage, at the stem,
equatorial, and stylar regions. Light red and ripe red cross sections
are from the equatorial region. Next to each set of cross sections,
there is a corresponding LCM image for fruit pericarp tissue at the
equatorial region showing SlADT6-like expression.

Colour legend for tomato tissues and cell types:
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stage (Figure 14A). SlADT6 expression remained highest in the epidermal layer
for the remainder of fruit ripening (Figure 14A). Although similar in sequence to
SlADT6, the expression pattern for SlADT6-like was somewhat different. In
young fruits (0 to 30 DPA), SlADT6-like expressed relatively evenly throughout
all the tissues at the equatorial region of the tomato fruit (Figure 12B). Expression
levels doubled in locular tissue from 0 to 5 DPA (51 to 107 RPM). The most
consistent SlADT6-like expression was observed in pericarp cross sections, most
obvious in the mature green and breaker stages. This was consistent with LCM
data, which showed SlADT6-like expression throughout the pericarp with the
highest levels initially in the outer epidermis, collenchyma, and vascular tissue
from 5 DPA to the breaker stage (Figures 12A and 12B). Expression in the outer
epidermis decreased beginning in pink fruit, and even more in the light red and
ripe red stages (2-, 5-, and 6-fold decrease, respectively, from the breaker stage;
Figure 14B). Another area which had elevated SlADT6-like RNA expression was
the columella in the mature green, breaker, and pink stages, with levels higher
closer to the stem (Figures 13B and 14B). Overall, the highest SlADT6-like levels
were seen in vascular tissues and stem-proximal columella in green fruit (at ~400
and ~200 RPM, respectively). As the fruit ripens, the pink fruit, light red, and ripe
red stages displayed decreasing SlADT6-like expression (Figures 13B and 14B).

3.2.4 Co-Expression Analysis
The TEA database also has a resource that determines other genes that
may co-express with the gene of interest, based on fruit expression patterns over
development. This is done by comparing the expression profile of a gene of interest
with every other gene to identify those that have highly correlated profiles. These
profiles are displayed as a visual cube (Figure 15). A complete list of each SlADT
and some of the highest correlating putative co-expressed genes and their function
(if known) can be found in Appendix D. Although SlADT1 does not have high
expression, it appeared to co-express with some flavonoid-associated genes:
Solyc07g043420

(GAD2),

Solyc07g043480

(a

potential

UDP-glucose

glucosyltransferase), and Solyc01g008550 (PAR2). Although SlADT2 is also not
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Figure 15. Co-expression Cubes for SlADTs
Tomato Expression Atlas “expression cubes” for all four SlADTs. Input
genes are shown in blue text, and putatively co-expressing genes are
below in black text (Fernandez-Pozo et al., 2017). The expression
patterns of each gene (Y axis) are shown for multiple tissues (Z axis) at
different fruit development stages (X axis), where DPA is days post
anthesis. Gene expression in tissues shown as a gradient from red (high
expression) to yellow (low expression). Correlation filter value set to 0.7,
higher values (up to 1) are more conservative. Genome IDs are
described with corresponding genes, in order, in Appendix D.
A: SlADT1
B: SlADT2
C: SlADT6
D: SlADT6-like
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greatly expressed, it did not appear to co-express with flavonoid-related genes like
SlADT1, and the genes that it did co-express with are not well defined. SlADT6
was not found to co-express with any genes using the set p-value. SlADT6-like coexpressed with the matrix metalloproteinase genes SIMPP1 and SIMPP2
(Solyc04g005050 and Solyc04g005040), the ethylene response factor Sl-ERF.F.5
(Solyc10g009110), and other developmentally-related genes.

3.3

ADT Promoter Analysis Using Transgenic Lines
The goal of the work described in this section is the creation of a catalogue

of ADT transcriptional expression using transgenic lines, stably transformed with
ADT reporter constructs to monitor ADT transcription.

3.3.1 AtADT1 and AtADT2 IME Motif
Two of the A. thaliana ADTs, ADT1 and ADT2, contain introns. In both cases,
the first introns are longer than the remaining introns (~1.5 kb and ~150 bp,
respectively, versus ~90 bp). Larger first introns have been described to contain
motifs,

including

so-called

IME

motifs,

that

can

regulate

transcription

(Mascarenhas et al., 1990). Therefore, to determine if a previously described IMErelated motif (TTNGATYTGTT) is present in the introns of AtADT1 or AtADT2, the
FIMO tool from the MEME suite was used (Bailey et al., 2009; Grant et al., 2011).
This motif has previously been described to contribute to IME in rice and
A. thaliana, with reporter genes having enhanced expression when fused to introns
containing this motif (Rose et al., 2008). The consensus sequence was input to
FIMO, resulting in five hits in AtADT1’s first intron, but no hits for AtADT2 (Table
6). Finding the IME motif in ADT1’s first intron indicates that the intron may
enhance ADT1 expression. As such, a reporter construct including the first
intron of ADT1 was added to the set of reporters for ADT expression analysis.
This was also done for ADT2, as its first intron may house other regulatory motifs
or elements.
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Table 6. FIMO Results for ADT1 and ADT2 First Intron Analysis
Input Sequence

Input Motif

ADT1 first intron

TTNGATYTGTT

Matched Sequence Strand

End*

p-value**

q-value

ATCGATCTGTT

+

769

779

1.72 x 10-5

0.0188

ATCGATCTGTT

+

957

967

1.72 x 10-5

0.0188

TTTGATCTGTA

+

130

140

3.09 x 10-5

0.0188

TTTGTTCTGTT

+

314

324

3.09 x 10-5

0.0188

TTCGATCTTTT

+

484

494

4.88 x 10-5

0.0237

* Relative to the start of the intron, position 1
** p-value cut-off was 0.0001

Start*
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3.3.2 Analysis of Stable A. thaliana Transformants
To analyze ADT expression in planta, a dual reporter system was developed
by Abolhassani Rad (2017) and Cornelius (2017; Section 2.5). The ADT reporter
constructs were first transformed into A. tumefaciens, which was used to stably
transform A. thaliana via the floral dip method (Section 2.6.2). The transformed
plants went through generations of selection to generate second generation
transformants (T2). Analyzing multiple independent transformants is necessary in
case there are position effects of the randomly inserted constructs (Wang, 2008).
The reporter constructs are designed so an individual ADT promoter can
drive eGFP and GUS expression as close as possible to its native genomic
sequence, so that the resulting eGFP/GUS visualization can be used to infer the
gene of interest’s expression. All promoter constructs are referred to as ADTx
promoter-eGFP/GUS. However, when analyzing the expression pattern of a
construct, as the reporters are serving as a proxy for ADT expression, they will be
referred to simply as ADT1-ADT6, or ADT1i and ADT2i for promoter-eGFP/GUS
lines which also contain the first intron.
eGFP is detected as a green signal in confocal images of living cells and
shows expression of the gene to which it is linked at the cellular and subcellular
levels. GUS, on the other hand, is easily observed as a histochemically-processed
blue stain in chlorophyll-cleared cells using light microscopy. Due to time
constraints, this thesis mainly focuses on the analysis of GUS-based ADT
expression patterns.
For expression analysis using GFP, images were taken of select organs. For
GUS, organs were stained after being collected from two developmental stages:
seedlings (roots and rosette leaves) and mature plants (cauline leaves, flowers,
siliques, and flower bundles). More specific details for sampling are given in the
appropriate sections. For simplicity and to avoid repetition, in each section ADT1
expression is explained in detail, then compared to other ADTs.

3.3.3 ADT Expression in Seedling Roots
In 4-5-week-old A. thaliana seedlings, ADT1 GUS expression was seen in
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root vasculature through the whole length of the root (Figure 16). ADT1 did not
appear to be in the epidermal or cortical cells, root hairs, root tip, or the root cap.
ADT1 expression was not seen in budding lateral roots (Figures 16A and 16B),
until vasculature was developing in these organs (Figure 16C). Vascular ADT1
expression appeared to be most intense nearer to the quiescent center of the root
tip, but remained present in older root vasculature. This pattern of root ADT1
expression was also seen in confocal images, where eGFP was visible in vascular
tissue but not in root tips (Figure 17).
The other ADT constructs had different expression patterns in roots
(Figure 18). ADT1i expressed throughout the root, in root hairs, epidermal layers,
and vascular tissues, with more intense expression in the root tip and cap
(Figure 18B), suggesting that the first intron contains sequences affecting ADT1
expression. ADT2 (Figure 18C) did not appear to have any visible root expression
while ADT2i (Figure 18D) had low expression in roots, mainly in vasculature and
in root caps, tips, and young lateral budding roots. Reminiscent of the observations
for ADT1 and ADT1i, ADT2i was more broadly expressed compared to ADT2.
ADT3 (Figure 18E) expressed in budding roots, root tips, and to a lesser extent,
root caps. In newer root cells nearby root tips, ADT3 was expressed across all root
cells types, but in older root cells further from the tip, the expression was gradually
limited to the central xylem, phloem, and procambium (Figure 18E). ADT4
(Figure 18F) faintly expressed in the Casparian strip (composed of cells that direct
water from the soil to the root vasculature), notably nearer to the primary root tip
and more faintly in older root cells. ADT5 (Figure 18G) lacked root cap expression
but expressed in the root vasculature near the root tip. The vascular tissue
expression became more pronounced moving away from the root tip, gradually
intensifying and spreading ADT5 expression across each root cell type, including
root hairs (Figure 18G). Finally, ADT6 (Figure 18H) expression appeared not to
be expressed as a gradient like most other ADTs, mainly expressing in vascular
cells and around (but not within) new lateral budding roots. Also, ADT6 often
showed expression in a group of cells at the edges of the root tip (Figure 18H).
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Figure 16. ADT1 Expression in Seedling Roots
A representative image of an A. thaliana root from 4-week-old seedlings
stained with GUS. An overall view is shown as a large image composite
of 24 light microscope images. Scale bars for A, B, and C, are 100 µm.

A: Lateral root bud lacking ADT1 expression in vasculature.
B: Older lateral root bud expressing ADT1 in developing vasculature.
C: Primary root tip showing ADT1 expression in root vasculature except
in the tip.
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Figure 17. Fluorescent Image of ADT1 Expression in Seedling Roots
A representative image of an A. thaliana root from a 4-5-week-old
seedling using confocal microscopy to visualize eGFP. Shown is a
section of the root with a young budding lateral root. eGFP emission
was collected at 470-520 nm.
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Figure 18. ADT Expression Patterns in Roots
Representative images of A. thaliana roots from 4-5-week-old seedlings
stained with GUS. For each ADT, a root section with (A, B, C, D, E, F,
H) and without (G) a young budding lateral root tip (top) and the tip of
the primary root (bottom) are shown. Scale bars are 100 µm.

A: ADT1 images from Figure 16 shown for comparison
B: ADT1i
C: ADT2
D: ADT2i
E: ADT3
F: ADT4
G: ADT5
H: ADT6, arrows indicate budding lateral root tips
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3.3.4 ADT Expression in Seedling Rosette Leaves
In GUS-stained rosette leaves of 4-5-week-old seedlings, ADT1 showed
expression in leaf veins and trichomes, single-cell star-shaped leaf hairs
(Figure 19). In younger leaves, trichomes were more evidently stained, along with
expression in the veins (Figures 19B and 19C). As the rosette leaf matures, the
expression in trichomes waned, but the vein expression pattern remained
consistent (Figure 19A). Confocal eGFP images were difficult to take of trichomes
and veins in the same focal plane, although ADT1 expression was seen for both
types of cells (data not shown).
Like in roots, ADT1i appeared to have broader expression encompassing the
whole leaf (Figure 20B). ADT2 had low expression, except for veins at the tip of
the leaf (Figure 20C). ADT2i was more or less expressed throughout the rosette
leaf including veins, with more prevalent expression around the leaf tip and
hydathodes (pores at the edge of leaves), and declining towards the petiole or leaf
stem (Figure 20D). ADT3 expression radiated from the leaf tip and hydathodes
(Figure 20E). ADT4 expression was almost the inverse to ADT3 with low levels at
the leaf tip, becoming gradually more prominent towards the petiole (Figure 20F).
ADT5 had an expression pattern in hydathodes and throughout the leaf veins
(Figure 20G). The clearest expression pattern for ADT6 was seen along the
rosette leaf midrib, most intense at the petiole and declining towards the leaf tip
(Figure 20H).

3.3.5 ADT Expression in Cauline Leaves
Cauline leaves grow on the stem at the junction of a branching stem or floral
organ. In cauline leaves, the ADT1 expression patterns (Figure 21) were like those
in rosette leaves (Figure 20), with young developing cauline leaves having GUS
staining in trichomes and leaf veins, and more mature cauline leaves mainly
expressed in veins, and faintly in trichomes. This was consistent with eGFP
expression in confocal images that show ADT1 is expressed in trichomes and also
some veins (Figure 22). However, unlike rosette leaves, ADT1 was also
expressed at low levels in the leaf lamina.
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Figure 19. ADT1 Expression in Seedling Rosette Leaves
Representative images of A. thaliana rosette leaves from 4-5-week-old
seedlings stained with GUS. All three leaves were harvested from the
same seedling rosette at the same time. Leaves are numbered in order
of rosette appearance. Arrows indicate trichomes, and scale bars are
500 µm.

A: Rosette leaf 6
B: Rosette leaf 4
C: Rosette leaf 2

Images are composites of 9, 14, and 25 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 20. ADT Expression Patterns in Rosette Leaves
Representative images of A. thaliana rosette leaf 1 or leaf 2 from 4-5week-old seedlings stained with GUS. Effort was taken to record
expression data from leaves at the same developmental stage. Scale
bars are 500 µm.

A: ADT1, image from Figure 19 shown for comparison.
B: ADT1i
C: ADT2
D: ADT2i, arrow indicates a hydathode
E: ADT3, arrow indicates a hydathode
F: ADT4
G: ADT5, arrow indicates a hydathode
H: ADT6

Images are composites of 25, 28, 30, 34, 27, 18, 40, and 47 light
microscope images, respectively.
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Figure 21. ADT1 Expression in Cauline Leaves
Representative images of A. thaliana cauline leaves stained with GUS.

A: Early cauline leaf from a 5-week-old plant.
B: Mature cauline leaf from an 8-week-old plant.

Images are composites of 20 and 79 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 22. Fluorescent Image of ADT1 Expression in a Cauline Leaf
A representative image of an A. thaliana cauline leaf from a 5-week-old
plant using confocal microscopy to visualize eGFP. Shown is a cauline
leaf with expression of ADT1 in trichomes. eGFP emission was
collected at 470-520 nm.
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ADT1i expression was the same as in rosette leaves (Figure 20B),
throughout the whole leaf (Figures 23B and 24B). Like in young rosette leaves
(Figure 20C), ADT2 expressed only in the tip of early cauline leaves (Figure 23C);
in mature cauline leaves it was also expressed in hydathodes (Figure 24C). ADT2i
was ubiquitously expressed in early and mature cauline leaves (Figures 23D
and 24D), but decreased in non-vascular tissues towards mature leaf tips, contrary
to rosette leaf expression further from the stem (Figure 20D). In early cauline
leaves, ADT3 expression was widespread and increased towards the tip
(Figure 23E), while mature leaves expressed in hydathodes, leaf tips, and some
regions of the lamina (Figure 24E); Figure 20E shows a rosette leaf likely between
early and mature stages. Like in rosette leaves (Figure 20F), ADT4 was expressed
most in early cauline leaves closer to the stem (Figure 23F), then mainly in some
veins of mature leaves (Figure 24F). Consistent with its expression in rosette
leaves (Figure 20G), ADT5 was expressed in hydathodes and veins of early and
mature cauline leaves (Figures 23G and 24G). Finally, ADT6 did not have any
discernable expression in early or mature cauline leaves, and even lacked the
midrib expression seen in rosette leaves (Figures 20H, 23H, and 24H).

3.3.6 ADT Expression in Stems
Stem expression in this section is described using figures of stained
inflorescences at the top of plants that include new and developing floral organs.
ADT1 expression in stems appeared to be within vascular tissues and in some
dermal tissues of primary inflorescences (Figure 25). ADT1 was also expressed
at the nodes of the pedicels, which are the short stems linking flowers to the
inflorescence axis.
As seen for other organs, ADT1i was more broadly expressed throughout the
stem in both dermal and vascular tissues, although it had lower expression in
pedicels of young flowers (Figure 26). ADT2 lacked discernable stem expression
(Figure 27). ADT2i had dermal and vascular expression that decreased in pedicels
of older flowers (in Figure 28, stage 15 flowers and siliques), and also expressed
at abscission zones at the base of a flower. ADT3 expression was similar to ADT2i,
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Figure 23. ADT Expression Patterns in Early Cauline Leaves
Representative images of A. thaliana early cauline leaves from 5-6week-old plants stained with GUS. Effort was taken to record
expression data from cauline leaves at the same developmental stage.

A: ADT1, image from Figure 21A shown for comparison.
B: ADT1i
C: ADT2
D: ADT2i
E: ADT3
F: ADT4
G: ADT5
H: ADT6

Images are composites of 20, 14, 13, 9, 13, 10, 6, and 8 light
microscope images, respectively. Scale bars are all 500 µm.
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Figure 24. ADT Expression Patterns in Mature Cauline Leaves
Representative images of A. thaliana mature cauline leaves from 7-8week-old plants stained with GUS. Effort was taken to record
expression data from cauline leaves at the same developmental stage.

A: ADT1, image from Figure 21B shown for comparison.
B: ADT1i
C: ADT2
D: ADT2i
E: ADT3
F: ADT4
G: ADT5
H: ADT6

Images are composites of 79, 26, 40, 70, 55, 25, 25, and 22 light
microscope images, respectively.
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Figure 25. ADT1 Expression in Stem and Floral Organs
A representative image of A. thaliana stem and flowers showing ADT1
expression from a 6-week-old plant stained with GUS. Effort was taken
to have multiple types of organs intact for imaging. This image is a
composite of 67 light microscope images.
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Figure 26. ADT1i Expression in Stained Stem and Floral Organs
A representative image of A. thaliana stem and flowers showing ADT1i
expression from a 6-week-old plant stained with GUS. Effort was taken
to have multiple types of organs intact for imaging. This image is a
composite of 62 light microscope images.
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Figure 27. ADT2 Expression in Stem and Floral Organs
A representative image of A. thaliana stem and flowers showing ADT2
expression from a 6-week-old plant stained with GUS. Effort was taken
to have multiple types of organs intact for imaging. This image is a
composite of 71 light microscope images.
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Figure 28. ADT2i Expression in Stem and Floral Organs
A representative image of A. thaliana stem and flowers showing ADT2i
expression from a 6-week-old plant stained with GUS. Effort was taken
to have multiple types of organs intact for imaging. This image is a
composite of 19 light microscope images. The arrow indicates an
abscission zone.
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but had less noticeable expression in abscission zones (Figure 29). ADT4
expressed throughout stems, which stopped abruptly at abscission zones of all
floral organs (Figure 30). ADT5 stem expression was exclusively in vasculature
(Figure 31). ADT6 expressed at each axillary inflorescence node, the branch
points to floral organs (Figure 32).

3.3.7 ADT Expression in Floral Organs
Five stages of floral expression are presented for each ADT, and effort was
taken to present the same stages used in the BAR database (9, 10, 11, 12, 15;
Table 3). As a reminder: A. thaliana flowers have four types of floral organs: four
green sepals in the outer whorl, four white petals in whorl two, and six stamens
and two fused carpels in the center that mature into a silique or seed pod. ADT1
was expressed in the vascular tissues of pedicels for all flower stages (Figure 33).
In stage 6 flowers, ADT1 was faintly expressed in sepal vasculature (Figure 33A).
In stage 8, ADT1 was expressed in developing anthers, the pollen-containing head
of stamens (Figure 33A). Stage 9 flowers continued to express ADT1 in anthers
and sepal vasculature, mainly near sepal tips (Figure 33A). ADT1 anther
expression ceases at stage 10, although sepal vascular expression remained
(Figure 33B). In stage 11 and 12, sepal vein expression was most intense toward
the tip (Figures 33C and 33D). In order to ensure that expression was in fact in
sepals and not petals, individual floral organs were stained and expression was
seen only in sepals (data not shown). In stage 15, ADT1 expression also appeared
in tracheary elements of the upper, stylar, region of the carpel (Figure 33E).
Confocal images of ADT1 floral expression were taken for sepals and stamens at
stage 12, which showed general ADT1 expression in both organs (Figure 34).
ADT1i expressed throughout sepals and the developing carpel (Figure 35). ADT2
was seen only in the developing ovule embryo sacs within carpels (Figure 36).
ADT2i expressed in some sepal veins and the lamina, and was expressed
throughout ovules, carpels and stigmatic papillae (hair-like pollen receptor), style,
and valve (body of the carpel; Figure 37). ADT3 was expressed in whole stamens
and some sepal veins in stage 9-12 flowers, lightly at floral abscission zones, and
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Figure 29. ADT3 Expression in Stem and Floral Organs
A representative image of A. thaliana stem and flowers showing ADT3
expression from a 6-week-old plant stained with GUS. Effort was taken
to have multiple types of organs intact for imaging. This image is a
composite of 79 light microscope images. The arrow indicates an
abscission zone.
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Figure 30. ADT4 Expression in Stem and Floral Organs
A representative image of A. thaliana stem and flowers showing ADT4
expression from a 7-week-old plant stained with GUS. Effort was taken
to have multiple types of organs intact for imaging. This image is a
composite of 82 light microscope images. The arrow indicates an
abscission zone.
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Figure 31. ADT5 Expression in Stained Stem and Floral Organs
A representative image of A. thaliana stem and flowers showing ADT5
expression from an 8-week-old plant stained with GUS. Effort was taken
to have multiple types of organs intact for imaging. This image is a
composite of 118 light microscope images.
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Figure 32. ADT6 Expression in Stained Stem and Floral Organs
A representative image of A. thaliana stem and flowers showing ADT6
expression from a 12-week-old plant stained with GUS. Effort was taken
to have multiple types of organs intact for imaging. This image is a
composite of 77 light microscope images. The arrows indicate axillary
nodes.
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Figure 33. ADT1 Expression in Floral Organs
Representative images of A. thaliana flowers showing ADT1 expression
from plants stained with GUS solution.

A: Stages 9, 6, and 8 (left to right)
B: Stage 10
C: Stage 11
D: Stage 12
E: Stage 15

Images are composites of 5, 5, 3, 5, and 10 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 34. Fluorescent Image of ADT1 Expression in Stamen and Sepal
Representative images of an A. thaliana stamen and sepal from a stage
12 flower using confocal microscopy to visualize eGFP. eGFP emission
was collected from 470-520 nm. Autofluorescence was collected as DsRed2 from 640-700 nm.

Top: Stamen with intact anther.
Bottom: Sepal.
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Figure 35. ADT1i Expression in Floral Organs
Representative

images

of

A. thaliana

flowers

showing

ADT1i

expression from plants stained with GUS solution.

A: Stage 8
B: Stage 10
C: Stage 11
D: Stage 13
E: Stage 16

Images are composites of 5, 4, 3, 4, and 15 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 36. ADT2 Expression in Floral Organs
Representative images of A. thaliana flowers showing ADT2 expression
from plants stained with GUS solution.

A: Stage 9
B: Stage 10
C: Stage 11
D: Stage 12
E: Stage 15

Images are composites of 3, 4, 6, 7, and 13 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 37. ADT2i Expression in Floral Organs
Representative

images

of

A. thaliana

flowers

showing

ADT2i

expression from plants stained with GUS solution.

A: Stage 9
B: Stage 10
C: Stage 11
D: Stage 12
E: Stage 15

Images are composites of 2, 5, 6, 7, and 18 light microscope images,
respectively.
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embryos in stage 15 (Figure 38). Besides being expressed in pedicels, ADT4
expressed in stage 12 anthers, stage 15 carpels, and also had vascular expression
(Figure 39). ADT5 was expressed in sepal and pedicel veins and had some,
although inconsistent, expression in ovaries and style tracheary elements in stage
15 flowers (Figure 40). ADT6 expressed in stage 9 and 10 anthers, and stage 15
stamen filaments (Figure 41).

3.3.8 ADTs in Siliques
In siliques, ADT1 expressed in the silique style, similar to the pattern seen for
carpels in developing flowers. ADT1 expression appeared mainly in style tracheary
elements from flower stages to mature siliques, sometimes throughout the style
(Figures 25, 33E, and 42A). It expressed in some silique veins down the valve
and the attached pedicel (Figure 42A). Confocal images for ADT1 silique
expression were taken at both the tip and pedicel regions, displaying ADT1
expression, emphasized at the silique dehiscence zone that holds the valves
together (Figures 42B and 42C).
ADT1i expressed throughout siliques (Figure 43B). ADT2 showed no
discernable expression in siliques (Figure 43C). ADT2i showed expression mainly
in the pedicel (Figure 43D). ADT3 was expressed at silique abscission zones, in
younger seeds, and the style (Figure 43E). ADT4 expressed strongly in the silique
pedicel, some valve vasculature, and the stigma (Figure 43F). ADT5 was
expressed in the pedicel veins, seeds of maturing siliques, and style tracheary
elements (Figure 43G). Finally, ADT6 was expressed in style tracheary elements
(Figure 43H).
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Figure 38. ADT3 Expression in Floral Organs
Representative images of A. thaliana flowers showing ADT3 expression
from plants stained with GUS solution.

A: Stage 9
B: Stage 10
C: Stage 11
D: Stage 12
E: Stage 15

Images are composites of 2, 3, 5, 8, and 20 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 39. ADT4 Expression in Floral Organs
Representative images of A. thaliana flowers showing ADT3 expression
from plants stained with GUS solution.

A: Stage 9
B: Stage 10
C: Stage 11
D: Stage 12
E: Stage 15

Images are composites of 4, 6, 4, 12, and 21 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 40. ADT5 Expression in Floral Organs
Representative images of A. thaliana flowers showing ADT3 expression
from plants stained with GUS solution.

A: Stage 9
B: Stage 10
C: Stage 11
D: Stage 12/13
E: Stage 15

Images are composites of 1, 6, 8, 4, and 18 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 41. ADT6 Expression in Floral Organs
Representative images of A. thaliana flowers showing ADT3 expression
from plants stained with GUS solution.

A: Stage 9
B: Stage 10
C: Stage 11
D: Stage 13
E: Stage 15

Images are composites of 1, 9, 9, 8, and 13 light microscope images,
respectively.
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Figure 42. ADT1 Expression in Siliques
Representative images of A. thaliana siliques from plants stained with
GUS and plants analyzed using confocal microscopy to visualize eGFP.
eGFP emission was collected from 470-520 nm. Autofluorescence was
collected as Ds-Red2 from 640-700 nm.

A: ADT1 expression in a mature silique. This image is a composite of
20 light microscope images.
B: ADT1 expression at the top of a silique.
C: ADT1 expression around the silique abscission zone.
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Figure 43. ADT Expression Patterns in Siliques
Representative images of A. thaliana siliques from plants stained with
GUS.

A: ADT1
B: ADT1i
C: ADT2
D: ADT2i
E: ADT3
F: ADT4
G: ADT5
H: ADT6

Images are composites of 20, 21, 23, 20, 23, 27, 14, and 32 light
microscope images, respectively.
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4. DISCUSSION
The focus of this thesis was the analysis of ADT expression patterns using in
silico and in planta approaches. It first describes ADT mRNA expression patterns
during development using in silico data from the Arabidopsis eFP Browser, a
resource from the BAR database (Section 3.1). Secondly, it describes the
identification of ADT expression in an agricultural crop (S. lycopersicum) using in
silico data for ADTs from the BAR and TEA databases (Section 3.2). The final
aspect of this study was to start a catalogue of ADT expression patterns, initiated
by generating a complete set of T2 stable A. thaliana transgenic lines using ADT
promoter-eGFP/GUS reporter constructs (Section 3.3). These plants were
analyzed under standard growth conditions to describe RNA expression patterns
for the ADT family.

4.1

Overview of in silico AtADT Expression Patterns
To analyze AtADT expression, in silico data from the Arabidopsis eFP

Browser were first used to create a resource for future ADT studies.
This in silico analysis demonstrates that the six A. thaliana ADTs are present,
at least at some level, in every organ (Appendix B). In ADT KOs and even in
double, triple, and quadruple KOs, Phe is still synthesized and no strong
morphological differences are seen (Corea et al., 2012a). This family of
functionally-redundant ADTs is likely the result of duplication events that resulted
in the divergence of individual members, but not to the point of completely
functionally independent members. As a consequence, it has been proposed that
different ADTs can channel carbon to different Phe-derived metabolites, while
retaining the core enzymatic role of Phe synthesis (Corea, et al., 2012a; El-Azaz
et al., 2020; Para et al., 2016). This proposed ADT differential carbon channeling
coincides with what was seen in in silico data of ADT expression patterns, where
certain ADTs were more prevalent in organs that require greater levels of their
associated Phe-derived metabolites. For example, ADT5 has been proposed to
channel carbon to lignin synthesis, and has high expression in the highly-lignified
stems and roots (Figure 9; Appendix B; Corea et al., 2012b; Hood, 2008).
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It is not unusual for different members of enzyme families to have specific
roles in certain organs. For example, the four isoforms of 4-Coumarate:CoA Ligase
(4CL) differentially express in certain organs, resulting in some redundancy, but
also providing distinct roles in phenylpropanoid biosynthesis; 4CL1 and 4CL2
have high expression in lignifying cells, while 4CL4 has a lower impact on
lignification, and 4CL3 has roles in flavonoid metabolism (Li et al., 2015).
Another example is the profilin family, each member catalyzes actin nucleotide
exchange but three family members are associated with vegetative growth, and
two family members are associated with pollen and reproductive growth in A.
thaliana (Jeong et al., 2006; Wen et al., 2008). To identify potential AtADT
roles

and

functional

associations, the in silico data are discussed in

combination with the in vivo GUS data in Section 4.3.

4.2

Tomato SlADTs and Homology to AtADTs

4.2.1 Tomato SlADT Sequence Comparisons to AtADTs
In contrast to bacteria and fungi, plants have more than one ADT sequence
encoded in their genome. These ADT sequences—which are conserved across
monocots and dicots—have been previously classified into three subgroups (I, II,
and III; Cho et al., 2007). ADTs in subgroups I and II contain introns, while those
that cluster in subgroup III do not (Cho et al., 2007). The conservation of ADT
subgroups across monocots and dicots may suggest that the members of each
subgroup contribute to different roles, such as channeling carbon to different Phederived metabolites (Corea et al., 2012a; Para et al., 2016; Pascual et al., 2016).
Although the roles of each subgroup are currently unknown, identifying potential
tomato ADT homologues can provide insights to potential functional roles for
subgroups in Phe synthesis.
Using BLASTp to identify tomato ADT homologues, four SlADTs were found
(Table 5). The SlADTs have at least one representative in each ADT subgroup
(Figure 10). SlADT1 groups with AtADT1 and SlADT2 groups with AtADT2, most
likely representing their respective homologues (Figure 10). Consistent with that
idea, SlADT1 and SlADT2 contain introns, as do AtADT1 and AtADT2 (Cho et al.,
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2007). Additionally, these two AtADTs can use prephenate and arogenate as a
substrate, and other species’ subgroup I and II ADTs have also been shown to
have PDT activity (El-Azaz et al., 2016; Maeda et al., 2010). Therefore, I suggest
that the ability to use prephenate as a substrate makes these ADT/PDT isomers
an important safety net for the plant. It has also previously been proposed that a
functional prephenate pathway has been preserved in all plants, due to a protein
domain in ADTs that putatively confers PDT activity (El-Azaz et al., 2016). ADT1
and ADT2 are part of separate branches of a phylogenetic tree, and the time where
they diverged is likely where PDT activity was lost for the other ADTs (Figure 10).
Both SlADT6 and SlADT6-like are in subgroup III; however, it is difficult to
associate either with a particular AtADT in that subgroup, as sequence similarity is
quite high in subgroup III ADTs (81-98%; Cho et al., 2007). Additionally, sequence
similarity does not necessarily imply functional homology, therefore the expression
patterns of SlADTs are compared to AtADTs in the next section to further explore
this sequence-function relationship.

4.2.2 Are SlADT Expression Patterns Consistent with Putative Homology?
SlADT expression in tomato fruits were analyzed to investigate if SlADT
expression is analogous to AtADT expression patterns. However, it is not easy as
there few organs that are described for tomato in the BAR database. Furthermore,
the only in-depth tomato expression data available through the TEA database are
restricted to fruits and A. thaliana do not develop a fleshy fruit but develop their
seeds in siliques.
The BAR database showed that both SlADT1 and SlADT2 have low
expression throughout the whole tomato plant (Figure 11). This is consistent with
LCM data from the TEA database, that showed low SlADT1 and SlADT2
expression in tomato fruits over development (Figure 15). Low expression across
a number of organs has also been shown for AtADT1 and AtADT2 (Figure 2;
Hood, 2008). The low but consistent expression of SlADT1 and SlADT2 across
multiple tomato organ types also looked analogous to tissue-wide expression seen
in ADT1i and ADT2i GUS stained organs; however, SlADT1 and SlADT2 appeared
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to express at a lesser extent (Figures 15, 18B/D, 20B/D, 23B/D, 24B/D, 26, 28,
35, 37, and 43B/D).
The BAR database showed that SlADT6 expresses mostly in fruits and roots
of tomato plants, and has a greater expression in breaker fruits compared to green
fruits (Figure 11). Similarly, LCM data displayed low SlADT6 expression in fruits
until the breaker stage, when SlADT6 expression levels increased in the pericarp,
with even higher levels in the outer epidermal layer (Figures 12, 13, and 14). The
most visible change during tomato fruit ripening is the development of red
pigmentation throughout the fruit and in particular in the epidermal cuticle, due to
lycopene and flavonoid accumulation (Giovannoni, 2004). The two main flavonoids
present in ripening tomato fruits are naringenin chalcone and rutin (Muir et al.,
2001; Slimestad & Verheul, 2005). Naringenin chalcone is a precursor to
dihydroflavonols and anthocyanins and is positively correlated with tomato rutin
presence (Dao et al., 2011; Slimestad & Verheul, 2005). Flavonoid accumulation
in ripening fruit is caused by increased activity of the flavonoid synthesis enzyme
CHALCONE SYNTHASE (CHS) (Dao et al., 2011; España et al., 2014;
Giovannoni, 2004). CHS and related flavonoids have been proposed to affect the
biosynthesis of the cuticle, the cell wall coating on aerial parts of A. thaliana,
including fruits, flowers, and leaves (Dominguez et al., 2011; Heredia et al., 2015).
Interestingly, although A. thaliana do not have fleshy fruit, AtADT3 has also been
found to be important for cuticle formation and synthesis in cotyledon development
(Para et al., 2016). In both tomato and A. thaliana cuticles, AtADT3 and tomato
flavonoids can increase cuticle permeability (España et al., 2014; Luque et al.,
1995; Para et al., 2016). Because of potential link between cuticle formation and
flavonoid presence, as well as the highest sequence identity between SlADT6 and
AtADT3, I propose SlADT6 is a functional homologue of AtADT3 (Table 5).
LCM data from the TEA database show that SlADT6-like is highly expressed
in fruit vascular bundles, the columella, and epidermal layers of young tomato fruits
(Figures 12 and 15). In tomato, the columella serves as the hub connecting the
main plant vascular tissues to multiple cell types in fruits (Lemaire-Chamley et al.,
2019). It is likely the increased expression of SlADT6-like is analogous to the
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vascular expression of AtADT4 and AtADT5, as they both displayed elevated
expression in stems and vascular tissues (Figures 30 and 31). As the fruit ripens
following the breaker stage, SlADT6-like expression decreased. This correlates
with a reduction in water transport through xylem as water transport shifts to
phloem in ripening fruits (Van Ieperen et al., 2003). Additionally, the BAR database
showed high expression of SlADT6-like in roots, possibly expressing in root
vasculature, much like AtADT4 and AtADT5 (Figures 11, 18F, and 18G). The
expression of SlADT6-like in vascular tissues indicates that it may be a functional
homologue of AtADT4 and/or AtADT5.

4.2.3 Limitations of SlADT Co-Expression Analysis
Co-expression analyses have often proven helpful in identifying genes that
are active in similar pathways or are required for similar processes including
development, metabolite synthesis, and stress response (Han et al., 2012; Shaik
& Ramakrishna, 2013; Yonekura-Sakakibara et al., 2008). Using the TEA
expression cube to identify co-expressed genes with each SlADT in tomato fruits,
genes with similar expression patterns were found, mainly for SlADT1 (Figure 15
and Appendix D). Among the genes co-expressed with SlADT1 that may be
involved in related processes was GIBERILLIN DIOXYGENASE2 (GAD2), which
encodes a flavonol/anthocyanin synthesis enzyme (Jacobsen & Olszewski, 1996).
A second co-expressed gene, PHENYLACETALDEHYDE REDUCTASE2 (PAR2),
is a reductase that contributes to the synthesis of aroma volatiles, and many aroma
volatiles are derived from phenylalanine (Peled-Zehavi et al., 2015; Tieman et al.,
2007). Although these genes are expressed at similar developmental stages as
SlADT1, it is important to note SlADT1 RNA expression in tomato fruit is relatively
low (Figure 15). Therefore, one can predict that SlADT1 may co-express with a
number of genes that also have low expression levels. As one can anticipate that
genes that have major roles in a particular organ may have high RNA expression
levels in order to fulfil their function, the relevance of GAD2 and PAR2 needs to be
further evaluated and confirmed. The remaining genes co-expressed with SlADTs
had no obvious link to Phe-derived metabolite synthesis or regulation. However,
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one SlADT2 co-expressed gene was SEC5, a secretory exocyst subunit that is
involved with plant pathogen defense, which often involves Phe-derived
metabolites such as flavonoids (Du et al., 2018; Falcone Ferreyra et al., 2012).
However, similar to SlADT1, SlADT2 expression was low across many tissues, so
the relevance of SEC5 should be further evaluated. Some SlADT6-like coexpressed genes were the matrix metalloproteinases SlMMP1 and SlMMP2, which
have also been proposed to be involved in phenolic compound accumulation and
pathogen defense (Pasule, 2010). Another co-expressed gene encodes the
ethylene response factor, Sl-ERF.F.5, which is a transcription factor activated by
ethylene signalling (Pirrello et al., 2012). Ethylene is a gaseous plant
phytohormone responsible for germination, stress response, and fruit ripening
(Bleecker & Kende, 2000) While Sl-ERF.F.5 may contribute to the regulation of
ADT6-like expression during fruit ripening, it has yet to be determined if this is the
case. To determine whether the expression of any one of the co-expressed genes
is relevant to SlADT expression, in planta work will need to be performed.

4.3

ADT Expression and Putative Roles in A. thaliana Organs
Previously, AtADT promoter motifs and their categorization suggested

putative roles for each ADT (Cornelius, 2017). While all six ADTs have been shown
to have some expression in all A. thaliana organs, they are differentially expressed,
possibly mediated through the combination of motifs in each AtADT promoter (Cho
et al., 2007; Cornelius, 2017; Hood, 2008). Using an eGFP/GUS reporter system,
ADT expression was analyzed in a number of A. thaliana organs, and compared
to mRNA expression data from the Arabidopsis eFP Browser. A summary of the
expression patterns seen for each promoter line across the sampled organs is
provided (Table 7). Based on this combination of in silico and in vivo data, ADT
expression patterns and predicted roles are described.

4.3.1 ADT1 Channels Carbon for Roles in Plant Defense and Lignin
ADT1 was expressed in cauline and rosette leaves, in veins and trichomes,
with the latter being unique to ADT1 (Figures 19 and 21). ADTs are precursors to
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Table 7. ADT Organ Expression Summary
Organ
Root

ADT
ADT1

ADT1i

ADT2

ADT2i

ADT3

ADT4

ADT5

ADT6

Epidermis

+*

+/-*

+/-

Lateral root buds

+

+

+

+**

Root tip

+

+

+

+/-

Root hairs

+

Vascular Tissue

+

+

Leaves

ADT1

ADT1i

Hydathodes
Lamina

+/-

Midrib

+/+

+

+

+

ADT2i

ADT3

ADT4

ADT5

+

+

+

+

+/-

+/-

ADT2

+

Trichomes

+

+

Vascular Tissue

+

+

Stem

ADT1

ADT1i

Epidermis

+/-

ADT6

+
+/+/-

+

+/-

+/-

+/-

+

+/-

+/-

+

+/-

ADT2

ADT2i

ADT3

ADT4

ADT5

ADT6

+

+/-

+/-

+

Nodes

+

+

+

+

+

Vascular Tissue

+

+

+/-

+/-

+

+**
+
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Table 7. Continued: ADT Organ Expression Summary
Organ

ADT

Early Flowers***

ADT1

ADT1i

Anthers

+

Pedicel***

+/-

ADT2i

ADT3

+

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

Sepal Lamina

+

+/-

+/-

Stamen
Filaments

+

+/-

+

+

+/-

ADT2i

ADT3

ADT4

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+

+

Vascular Tissue

+

+

Late Flowers***

ADT1

ADT1i

Anthers
Carpels

style

Embryos

ADT2

ADT2

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

Sepal Lamina

+/-

+/-

Stamen
Filaments

+/-

+/-

+/-

+

+

+/-

+/-

ADT5

ADT6
+

+

+/ADT5

ADT6
+/-

+/-

+

Pedicel****

+

ADT4

+/+

Petals

Vascular Tissue

+

+/+/-

+/-
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Table 7. Continued: ADT Organ Expression Summary
Organ
Silique

ADT
ADT1

Seeds

ADT1i

ADT2

ADT2i

+

Stigma

+/-

+/-

Style

+

+

ADT3
+/-

ADT6

+

+/-

+

Valve

+

+/-

+

+/-

+/-

ADT5

+

Pedicel****

Vascular Tissue

ADT4

+

+/-

+/+

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

* + indicates expression in these organs, tissues, or cell types, +/- indicates inconsistent expression, and a blank cell
indicates no expression.
** ADT6 was expressed around the lateral budding roots and at the locations where the stem branches.
*** Early flower refers to expression seen in stages 8-10. Late flower stages refer to expression seen in stages 11 and on.
Flower stages displayed in the eFP Browser. Flower stages as described by Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2010).
**** Pedicel expression includes vascular and epidermal tissues, +/- denotes vascular expression in the pedicel.
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phenylpropanoid synthesis and ADT1 expression in both vasculature and
trichomes is similar to the phenylpropanoid pathway enzyme 4-coumarate:CoA
ligase (4CL; Li et al., 2015). 4CL has two primary individual roles, synthesizing pcoumaroyl CoA for lignification and flavonoids (Li et al., 2015), and a second role
contributing to rosmarinic acid (RA) synthesis (Petersen, 2003). Vascular
expression has been described for two 4CL members, 4CL1 and 4CL2, and these
members contribute to lignin biosynthesis in vasculature (Soltani et al., 2006).
4CL’s role in RA synthesis occurs when the p-coumaroyl CoA is combined with 4hydroxyphenyllactic acid synthesized by hydroxyphenylpyruvate reductase
(HPPR) to lead to RA synthesis (Petersen, 2003; Xu et al., 2018). RA has, among
other functions, antiviral, antibacterial, and antioxidant properties (Petersen,
2003), and although RA does not accumulate greatly in A. thaliana, it is suggested
to be present in aboveground parts of plants to serve as a plant defense compound
(Petersen, 2003; Xu et al., 2018). Interestingly, each of ADT1, 4CL, and HPPR
express in both vasculature and trichomes (Figures 19 and 21; Sato et al., 2019;
Soltani et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2018), which are attributed to plant defense and act
as plant-protecting epidermal cells (Pattanaik et al., 2014). Therefore, I propose
that ADT1 channels carbon to the phenylpropanoid enzyme 4CL for lignin
production in veins, and for RA synthesis in trichomes.
ADT1 vascular expression was also found in stems, roots, and flowers
(Figures 19, 21, and 25). ADT1 expression in stem and root vasculature but not
in root tips (Figures 16 and 25), as well as its expression in flower vasculature and
stylar regions of carpels and siliques (Figures 33 and 42), resembles the
expression of CYP98A3, a cytochrome P450 (Matsuno et al., 2009; Schoch et al.,
2001). CYP98A3 hydroxylates Phe-derived phenolic esters to synthesize lignin
monomers (Matsuno et al., 2009; Schoch et al., 2001). The co-expression patterns
of ADT1 and CYP98A3 suggest that ADT1 may provide Phe for the synthesis of
these phenolic esters. Previously, ADT1 was proposed to have a role in flavonoid
biosynthesis as it has the most phenylpropanoid-related motifs of any ADT
(Cornelius, 2017), and Petunia PhADT1-RNAi lines show a reduction in
phenylpropanoid levels (Maeda et al., 2010). I propose that ADT1 can also channel
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carbon to phenolic ester synthesis, and these esters are subsequently
hydroxylated by CYP98A3 for downstream vascular lignin production.

4.3.2 ADT2 Functions in Developing Leaves
Unlike the more obvious expression patterns of ADT1, ADT2 had very little
expression in comparison, in most analyzed organs. ADT2 was expressed in
vasculature and some of the lamina at the tips of rosette leaves, cauline leaves,
and flower sepals (Figures 20, 23C, 24C, and 27). ADT2 expression at leaf tips
may suggest that ADT2 is required in newer, developing regions of the leaf. This
expression pattern supports previous data that ADT2 has a moonlighting role in
chloroplast division (Bross et al., 2017), and is co-expressed with GUN1, which is
involved with chloroplast gene translation, protein import, and protein degradation
(Colombo et al., 2016; Cornelius, 2017). ADT2 expression in newer regions of
leaves may also be tied to the presence of the light-response SORLIP2 motif, a
circadian gene expression motif (Chen et al., 2014; Cornelius, 2017). Circadian
rhythm and circadian clock genes affect plant growth and development through the
control of plant metabolism, including the phenylpropanoid pathway (Kim et al.,
2017). For example, plants with mutations in the circadian clock gene GIGANTEA
have a late flowering phenotype, resulting in larger plants, which is likely due in
part to the upregulation of phenylpropanoid pathway genes (Izawa et al., 2011;
Mishra & Panigrahi, 2015). Therefore, I propose that ADT2 expression in leaves is
due to its previously described role in chloroplast division as well as Phe production
in newer regions of leaves, linked to circadian rhythm.
ADT2 was also expressed within ovules of developing flowers (Figure 36).
Previously, it has been reported that although there is redundancy in the ADT
family, ADT2 is the only ADT for which a KO has so far not been identified (Chen
et al., 2016; Corea et al., 2012a,b). It has also been reported—using heterozygous
T-DNA insertion mutants in ADT2—that seed abortion occurs at the transition from
globular to heart stages (El-Azaz et al., 2018). Although ADT2’s specific role in
embryos is unknown, it has a role in chloroplast division (Bross et al., 2017), and
impeding chloroplast function has been shown to cause embryo lethality
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(Bryant et al., 2011). ADT2 expression in embryos suggests a function in ovule
development, supporting its previously-described role in seed development.

4.3.3 Introns Enhance ADT1 and ADT2 Expression
The generation of two additional constructs, ADT1i and ADT2i, which include
the first intron of ADT1 and ADT2, allows for the analysis of intron effects on their
transcription. Overall, both intron constructs had broader expression patterns
compared to ADT1 and ADT2, which have only the promoter sequences upstream
of the start codon.
In contrast to ADT1, ADT1i expressed throughout the organs analyzed. For
example, while ADT1 expressed mainly in root and stem veins, ADT1i expressed
throughout these organs (Figures 17, 18A, 18B, 25, and 26). The expression of
ADT1i throughout leaves supports in silico data that show ADT1 is the most
expressed ADT in leaves, although it does not reflect the low values for cauline
leaves (Figures 7, 8, and 9). It has also been shown that ADT1 has a role in
anthocyanin synthesis and accumulation in seedling leaves, under sucroseinduced conditions that cause anthocyanin accumulation (Ai et al., 2016; Chen et
al., 2016). The broad ADT1i expression may indicate its widespread presence is
preparatory for response to conditions requiring anthocyanin production.
While the comparative expression patterns between ADT2 and ADT2i did not
encompass organs like ADT1/ADT1i, there were clear differences in expression
when the first intron of ADT2 is included in a reporter construct. Like the expression
of ADT1i compared to ADT1, the expression of ADT2i was broader than ADT2.
For example, ADT2i leaf expression was greater around the ADT2-expressed
regions, and ADT2i expressed throughout ovules in flowers, as opposed to the
ovule sac expression seen by ADT2. Although ADT2 had relatively low expression,
ADT2i expression was broader throughout most organs, and it is therefore likely
that ADT2’s introns have a greater impact on its expression than the promoter.
This broader expression is consistent with the identification of an IME motif
in the first intron of ADT1. This IME-related motif has been found in many genes
across plant species including A. thaliana, grape, and poplar, and has been found
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to increase gene expression (Bradnam & Korf, 2008; Rose et al., 2008). This IME
motif is most often found in first introns, and having multiple copies of this motif
has been proposed to be related to the increased length of some plant first introns
(Bradnam & Korf, 2008). The first intron of ADT1 contains multiple copies of this
expression-enhancing motif, and although it does not greatly contribute to the
intron length, the broad expression of ADT1i is possibly due, at least in part, to
these motifs. The lack of presence of this IME motif in ADT2’s first intron suggests
that there are likely other IME motifs that contribute to its enhanced expression.
Both ADT1 and ADT2 have multiple introns in contrast to the intronless ADTs
from subgroup III. It has been proposed that genes with introns are more likely to
be expressed more broadly than genes without introns (Jeffares et al., 2008). They
are also less likely to respond to environmental stresses, as a rapid response to
stressors is often needed, and splicing and processing of introns takes longer to
produce the final protein product (Audibert et al., 2002; Jeffares et al., 2008).
Therefore, while upstream promoters define more specific regulation (mediated by
transcription factors and corresponding motifs associated with development and
stress), motifs in introns have broader effects on enhancing expression (Jeffares
et al., 2008). This also suggests the widespread expression of ADT1i and ADT2i
for Phe synthesis may have contributed to the evolution of other ADTs to develop
more specialized roles.

4.3.4 ADT3 and a Role in Plant Protection?
In silico data reveal that ADT3 has relatively unchanged expressed in
different organs such as leaves (Appendix B1), and GUS images showed that
ADT3 is expressed in rosette, early cauline, and mature cauline leaves
(Figures 20E, 23E, and 24E). ADT3 is important for cuticle formation and
synthesis, affecting cuticle organization and permeability (Para et al., 2016). The
cuticle is a waxy, hydrophobic, cell wall coating found on almost all aerial parts of
A. thaliana and is crucial for a number of functions including preventing water loss,
UV protection, and pest and stress protection (Luque et al., 1995; Nawrath, 2006).
The cuticle is important in leaves, and as UV protection is crucial in leaves, it is
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unsurprising that ADT3 has also been found to channel Phe to UV-protective
pigments as a UV irradiation response (Warpeha et al., 2008). The protective role
of ADT3 in cuticle formation may also contribute to its other previously described
roles that include ROS homeostasis and anthocyanin production during stress
response (Chen et al., 2016; Para et al., 2016). I propose that ADT3 may channel
carbon for cuticle formation and synthesis, which then contributes to its roles in
development and stress protection.
Compared to other ADTs, ADT3 expression was often observed at the leaf
margin in hydathodes. Hydathodes are pores that are involved in guttation, which
ensures the flow of water caused by root pressure can provide organs with nutrition
through the xylem from roots to leaves (Cerutti et al., 2017). Guttation, in addition
to water flow, is also used to release solutes or toxic compounds from the plant
(Cerutti et al., 2017; Shatil-Cohen & Moshelion, 2012). Their function can be
compared to stomata, however, in contrast to stomata, they cannot close and
therefore can be entry points for bacterial and viral infections (Cerutti et al., 2017).
Finally, hydathodes are also sites of free auxin synthesis, and the auxin
phenylacetic acid (PAA) is synthesized from phenylalanine (Aloni et al., 2003;
Cook & Ross, 2016; Jacobs & Roe, 2005). As ADT3 has already been found to be
involved with stress, it may also channel carbon in hydathodes to contribute to
stress response and plant protection.

4.3.5 The Roles of ADT4 and ADT5 in Lignification
A plant’s physical ability to withstand external damage greatly impacts its
survival. Some of the more rigid areas in plants are the stem and the nodes at
which branches for organs and secondary inflorescences emerge, which are highly
lignified. According to the BAR database, both ADT4 and ADT5 mRNA expression
levels in stems and nodes are the highest of any ADT, which reflects previouslydetermined high qRT-PCR relative expression (Figure 2; Appendix B4; Hood,
2008). This correlates well with in planta data of epidermal and vascular ADT4
expression consistently seen throughout lignified stems, roots, petioles, pedicels,
and regions of leaves proximal to stems (Figures 20F and 30). For ADT5
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expression, GUS images consistently showed ADT5 vascular expression in each
organ analyzed (Figures 18G, 20G, 23G, 24G, 31, and 40).
Mutations in both adt4 and adt5 have previously been found to impact lignin
biosynthesis, and single and double KOs of adt4 and adt5 have decreased lignin
content and pronounced wilting (Corea et al., 2012a,b). Unfortunately, Corea et al
(2012b) did not describe if the adt4/5 KOs have changes in root morphology,
although roots are also lignified and express both ADT4 and ADT5 (Figures 18F
and 18G). In rigid stems, monolignols, one of the building blocks of lignin, are
synthesized from Phe to provide mechanical support to the plant (Boudet, 2000).
β-GLUCOSIDASE46, an enzyme which hydrolyses these monolignols, has been
found to co-express with ADT5 (Cornelius, 2017; Escamilla-Treviño et al., 2006).
In stem cross-sections of stably-transformed pADT4::GUS A. thaliana, ADT4
expression had been found in epidermal cells and vascular cambium, and
pADT5::GUS was most notably expressed in vascular cambium (Corea et al.,
2012b). In epidermal cells, lignin increases the strength of secondary cell walls so
that the plant can grow (Vanholme et al., 2008). In the vascular cambium, lignin
provides the necessary hydrophobicity for the vascular system to transport water
by being present in highly lignified guaiacyl unit-containing secondary walls of
xylem (Boerjan et al., 2003; Donaldson, 2001; Vanholme et al., 2008).
Because lignin importance is two-fold in the stem (i.e., providing both strength
and water transport), the wilting phenotype seen in adt4/5 KOs may not be solely
due to structural impedance, but also a decreased ability to transport water through
both stems and roots. Finally, although ADT4 and ADT5 were both expressed in
the stem, the only ADT that did not express in stems is ADT2, although ADT2i did.
This supports previous findings that while ADT4 and ADT5 have the greatest
impact on stem lignin content, KOs of the two do not abolish lignin synthesis (Corea
et al., 2012b), and although both ADT4 and ADT5 affect lignin biosynthesis, their
expression patterns suggest they have some functional differences. It is likely that
ADT4 expression is necessary for channeling carbon to lignin in epidermal tissues
and junctions, possibly contributing to the increased strength of these cells, as
epidermal lignification is primarily in cell wall strength (Vanholme et al., 2008).
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ADT5 expression in stem vasculature suggests ADT5 channels carbon in xylem to
lignin, so that xylem can transport water with the resulting hydrophobicity (Boerjan
et al., 2003; Donaldson, 2001).

4.3.6 Additional Roles of ADT4 and ADT5 in Flowers and Siliques
ADT4 mRNA expression values from the BAR database peaked in stage 12
flowers, and its expression in stamens was greater than that of other floral organs
(Appendix B2). This matched what is seen in GUS-stained flowers, where there
is clear expression in stage 12 flower anthers (Figure 39). The pollen coat tryphine
contains several phenylpropanoids including diglycosylated flavonols and
hydroxycinnamic acid amides, and enzymes synthesizing these phenylpropanoids
are regulated by the MYB99-MYB21-MYB24 triad of TFs in A. thaliana anthers
(Battat et al., 2019). While the ADT4 promoter has several putative MYB-binding
motifs (Cornelius, 2017), it remains to be seen if and which MYB TFs regulate
ADT4 transcription.
The floral and silique expression of ADT5 suggests it has another putative
role. While ADT5 expression was not seen in developing embryos, like ADT2, it
was expressed in developing seeds (Figure 31). The transcription of ADT5 in
seeds may be regulated though a NAPINMOTIFBN motif in its promoter, which
has been associated with seed-specific expression and seed storage (Cornelius,
2017; Ericson et al., 1991). The seed coat is lignified, so ADT5 expression in seeds
may be due to its role in lignification (Section 4.3.5), but ADT5 may also affect the
synthesis of proanthocyanidins in developing seeds. Proanthocyanidins, or
condensed tannins, are flavonoids that contribute to the seed coat, strengthening
it and improving dormancy (Debeaujon et al., 2000). They are synthesized in seeds
following fertilization and eventually oxidize to the brown colour seen in the seed
coat (Debeaujon et al., 2003; Devic et al., 1999). Supporting this, previous ADT5
co-expression analyses identified WRKY23, a TF that is involved with embryo
development, auxin response, and flavonol biosynthesis (Cornelius, 2017;
Grunewald et al., 2012; Schluttenhofer & Yuan, 2015). Taken together, this may
suggest that following fertilization, ADT5 may channel Phe to proanthocyanidin
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synthesis in developing seeds.

4.3.7 ADT6 May Have a Role in Axillary Branch Formation and Pollen
The mRNA expression data retrieved from the Arabidopsis eFP Browser
indicated that ADT6 has the lowest ADT levels in 35 out of the 44 organs and
stages analyzed. Although ADT4 and ADT5 had the highest ADT expression levels
in stems, ADT6 expression peaked in stems at the 2nd internode, and to a lesser
extent in the 1st node (Appendix B2). GUS images of ADT6 in the stem show little
expression, except at each node. This suggests that axillary branching of stems
may be affected in part by ADT6. The presence of ADT6 at axillary branch points
is not exclusive to stem development, but is also seen in roots where ADT6 is
mainly expressed around lateral budding roots (Figure 18H). A similar expression
pattern in

roots

PEROXIDASE9

has

been

reported for MYB36, a

TF

that

activates

(PER9) expression, a class III peroxidase involved that

polymerizes cinnamyl alcohols for lignin synthesis (Fernández-Marcos et al.,
2017; Ros Barceló, 2000). Not surprisingly, myb36 mutants display irregular
lignin accumulation, primarily in lateral root primordia (Fernández-Marcos et al.,
2017). It is therefore feasible that ADT6 plays a role in lateral root and axillary
branch formation and possibly on lignin deposition in these regions.
Finally, the Arabidopsis eFP Browser shows that ADT6 did not have high
expression in flowers, except in stage 12 stamens and stage 15 sepals (Appendix
B2). While GUS stains were unable to confirm expression in sepals at any flower
stage, ADT6 expressed throughout early stamens until anther expression began
to wane around flower stage 11 (Figure 41). The phenylpropanoid precursors of a
pollen coat polymer, sporopollenin, are synthesised within anther tapetum
(Piffanelli et al., 1998), and pollen from many species including A. thaliana contains
the flavonols hydroxycinnamic acid spermidines (Bokern et al., 1995;
Grienenberger et al., 2009; Meurer et al., 1988; Piffanelli et al., 1998). An enzyme
that synthesizes these hydroxycinnamic acid spermidines, SPERMIDINE
HYDROXYCINNAMOYL TRANSFERASE (SHT; Grienenberger et al., 2009),
corresponds with the expression of ADT6 in early anthers. Therefore, ADT6 may
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channel carbon to Phe-derived metabolites in anther tapetum for the synthesis of
hydroxycinnamic acid spermidines.

4.3.8 Carbon Channeling by ADTs Through Complexes
ADTs are the precursor enzymes for the synthesis of Phe and many Phederived metabolites, and their production is indirectly linked to certain Phe-derived
metabolites. It has been previously proposed that they modulate carbon
channeling to specific downstream Phe-derived metabolites (Abolhassani Rad et
al., 2018; Chen et al., 2016; Corea et al., 2012). The expression patterns of ADTs
in certain organs suggest that some ADTs channel carbon to specific Phe-derived
metabolites in these organs (Figure 44). It is seen in this expression analyses that
some ADTs have overlapping expression patterns in some organs, such as in the
vasculature of assorted organs (Figures 18, 20, 25, 30, and 31). ADTs are known
to dimerize with one another (Styranko, 2011), and previous yeast two-hybrid
screens have revealed that there is also potential for interactions with other
proteins (Abolhassani Rad, 2017; Styranko, 2011). Therefore, if ADTs do channel
carbon to downstream Phe-derived metabolites, this likely requires the formation
of different protein complexes including ADTs. These complexes possibly involve
other related pathway enzymes to allow for a direct formation of the Phe-derived
end products. Therefore, the carbon channeling of ADTs and the synthesis of Phe
and Phe-derived metabolites may be far more interconnected than simply
synthesizing Phe for other enzymes to catalyze for the downstream pathways.

4.4

Limitations of the Study
There are some inconsistencies between my in vivo results and the data

from the BAR database, which may be a result of how greatly certain ADTs are
expressed in some organs. For example, although my in vivo expression data are
at a higher resolution than in silico data, I am unable to quantify specific values of
ADT expression levels in these organs with this in vivo method. While there are
ways to quantify GUS stains to describe differences in expression levels (Béziat et
al., 2017; Owens y de Novoa & Coles, 1994), these methods are inconsistent when
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Figure 44. Proposed Carbon Channeling of ADTs in Select Organs
Shown is an overview of the proposed role of ADTs in channeling
carbon to downstream Phe-derived metabolites. Carbon channeling to
these metabolites is based on the individual ADT transcriptional
expression patterns in these organs, combined with previously
described data from primary literature.

The image of A. thaliana has been modified from the BAR database
(Winter et al., 2007).
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analyzing data between samples.
Tissue sampling may also explain some differences in ADT expression
compared to previous data. For example, Hood (2008) described that ADT1 has
low expression in roots (Figure 2), whereas I showed ADT1 and ADT1i expression
in roots (Figures 18A and 18B). This is likely because Hood measured expression
in mature A. thaliana, while I described ADT root expression in young seedlings,
like the BAR database. Additionally, when compared to the BAR database,
although effort was made to stain flowers at the same stages as the BAR database,
some stages are not represented for certain ADTs. Although similar stages were
selected, ADT expression during these floral development stages may not be
directly comparable to those described by the BAR database. Therefore, any
differences in tissue sampling between different studies should be considered.
In the generation of reporter plants for in vivo studies, the transformation of
wild-type plants with A. tumefaciens causes a random insertion of the constructs
into the plant germline, which can cause position effects that enhance or decrease
reporter expression. This was counteracted by using more than one transformed
line wherever possible (Table 2). As ADT3 required re-transformation and reinfiltration, only one stable T2 line was able to be generated, although seeds are
available from a T0 transformed plant and can be grown to a T2 line. This can
confirm the expression patterns that were seen in the ADT3 line, although
expression patterns described in this thesis support putative roles of ADT3
described in literature.
β-glucuronidase or GUS, is not present in plants, so its production and
subsequent visualization by staining can infer ADT expression when fused to an
ADT promoter (Jefferson et al., 1987). To stain plants, the substrate X-GLUC must
be taken up by plant cells and digested by GUS, producing the blue stain (Jefferson
et al., 1987). This means that X-GLUC uptake may limit expression visualization,
impaired in cells with decreased diffusion, such those with increased lignin content,
as lignin can act as a diffusion barrier (Vance et al., 1980). Nonetheless, ADT
expression is still seen in lignified cells of stained organs (e.g., stems expressing
ADT4/ADT5), so the problem of diffusion may underestimate, but not eliminate,
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the expression of the gene of interest. The second reporter used in the constructs,
eGFP, does not need to be taken up by cells, so analyses of ADT expression with
eGFP should provide greater insight and accuracy to ADT expression.

4.5

Future Directions
The information generated by this study, by both in silico and the in vivo data,

are the start of many future ADT studies. Using these data and reporter lines, future
studies can be performed to describe ADT expression patterns under stress
conditions. This can show if an ADT’s expression increases, decreases, or
expresses in new organs when exposed to a number of growth conditions, such
as cold stress, heat stress, UV stress, drought, and flooding. Currently, cold stress
analyses of ADT family members is underway by exposing reporter plants to cold
growth conditions for different lengths of time (Davies and Kohalmi, unpublished).
Additionally, the ADT promoter motifs and their associated putative functions
can be further defined. First, a yeast one-hybrid assay or a chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay can be performed to identify interactions
between TFs and motifs, which can lead to confirming whether or not the putative
motifs are involved with the ADT transcription. This can be followed by deleting
certain ADT promoter motifs or IME motifs to generate new Δmotif-ADT promoter
constructs, which can then be analyzed for changes in expression in organs or
different growth conditions. The deletion of motifs should be performed by taking
into account a combination of my in vivo and in silico expression analyses, and the
previously described promoter motif analyses by Cornelius (2017). This will lead
to more specific descriptions of individual ADT motifs and resulting roles of ADTs.
If ADTs channel carbon to downstream Phe-derived metabolites through
complexes (Section 4.3.8), the identification of potential interaction complexes
may support the proposed ADT roles in this thesis. This may be done by
performing co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) or pull-down assays to identify proteins
bound to specific ADTs using lysate prepared from different organs or even
individual cell types. By identifying putative ADT binding partners, it may be
revealed how specific ADTs interact with other proteins to perform distinct roles in
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Phe and Phe-derived metabolite synthesis.
Finally, the proposed ADT roles can be analyzed by measuring specific Phederived metabolite levels in adt KOs compared to wild-type levels.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The synthesis of Phe, performed by ADTs, is one of the most important
pathways for plant survival. Phe and its Phe-derived metabolites contribute to cell
strength, pathogen protection, pollinator attraction, and stress response (Dixon &
Paiva, 1995; Tissier et al., 2015). Each of the six-member family of ADTs perform
the final key regulatory step for Phe synthesis, but the isoforms have different
expression patterns and may form complexes to channel carbon to different Phederived metabolites (Bross et al., 2017; Cho et al., 2007; Corea et al., 2012a,b).
This study generated a catalogue of ADT expression under standard growth
conditions, at different developmental stages, and for each AtADT family member.
This work combined existing in silico data with in planta expression analyses to
describe ADT expression, proposing roles (and supporting some prior research)
for ADTs in channeling carbon to different Phe-derived metabolites. Coupled with
previously described promoter motif and co-expression data, the in silico and in
vivo data can now be used to describe ADT expression more completely and
accurately. In doing so, this can show how the promoters and introns of each ADT
controls its expression and provides more insight to individual roles that family
members may have. The lines used in this thesis can be used to compare ADT
expression in stress growth conditions, study transcription factor and motif
associations, and explore the concept of carbon channeling by ADTs. These lines
represent a valuable resource for future high-resolution studies of ADT expression
across a limitless array of growth conditions and/or environmental stimuli. The
findings in this thesis contribute to a growing catalogue of ADT expression, and
can impact crop biotechnology, where enhancing ADT expression may enhance
crop yield, plant viability, and plant protection in changing weather conditions.
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7. APPENDICES

Appendix A1. ADT1 Expression in A. thaliana Displayed with Different
Thresholds
Expression values (A) and visual representations (B, C, and D) of
expression patterns for ADT1 in different developmental organs,
compiled from BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al.,
2007). Data are based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). In
B, C, and D, yellow is 0 expression, with a gradient of expression values
up to red, the value of the set threshold. For stage 12 and 15 flowers,
S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels.

A. ADT1 RNA expression levels in different organs over development
B. Threshold set to 200 (low)
C. Threshold set to 350 (intermediate)
Threshold set to 500 (high)
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C
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Appendix A2. ADT2 Expression in A. thaliana Displayed with Different
Thresholds
Expression values (A) and visual representations (B, C, and D) of
expression patterns for ADT2 in different developmental organs,
compiled from BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al.,
2007). Data are based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). In
B, C, and D, yellow is 0 expression, with a gradient of expression values
up to red, the value of the set threshold. For stage 12 and 15 flowers,
S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels.

A. ADT2 RNA expression levels in different organs over development
B. Threshold set to 200 (low)
C. Threshold set to 350 (intermediate)
D. Threshold set to 500 (high)
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Appendix A3. ADT3 Expression in A. thaliana Displayed with Different
Thresholds
Expression values (A) and visual representations (B, C, and D) of
expression patterns for ADT3 in different developmental organs,
compiled from BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al.,
2007). Data are based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). In
B, C, and D, yellow is 0 expression, with a gradient of expression values
up to red, the value of the set threshold. For stage 12 and 15 flowers,
S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels.

A. ADT3 RNA expression levels in different organs over development
B. Threshold set to 200 (low)
C. Threshold set to 350 (intermediate)
D. Threshold set to 500 (high)
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Appendix A4. ADT4 Expression in A. thaliana Displayed with Different
Thresholds
Expression values (A) and visual representations (B, C, and D) of
expression patterns for ADT4 in different developmental organs,
compiled from BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al.,
2007). Data are based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). In
B, C, and D, yellow is 0 expression, with a gradient of expression values
up to red, the value of the set threshold. For stage 12 and 15 flowers,
S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels.

A. ADT4 RNA expression levels in different organs over development
B. Threshold set to 200 (low)
C. Threshold set to 350 (intermediate)
D. Threshold set to 500 (high)
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Appendix A5. ADT5 Expression in A. thaliana Displayed with Different
Thresholds
Expression values (A) and visual representations (B, C, and D) of
expression patterns for ADT5 in different developmental organs,
compiled from BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al.,
2007). Data are based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). In
B, C, and D, yellow is 0 expression, with a gradient of expression values
up to red, the value of the set threshold. For stage 12 and 15 flowers,
S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels.

A. ADT5 RNA expression levels in different organs over development
B. Threshold set to 200 (low)
C. Threshold set to 350 (intermediate)
D. Threshold set to 500 (high)
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Appendix A6. ADT6 Expression in A. thaliana Displayed with Different
Thresholds
Expression values (A) and visual representations (B, C, and D) of
expression patterns for ADT6 in different developmental organs,
compiled from BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al.,
2007). Data are based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). In
B, C, and D, yellow is 0 expression, with a gradient of expression values
up to red, the value of the set threshold. For stage 12 and 15 flowers,
S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels.

A. ADT6 RNA expression levels in different organs over development
B. Threshold set to 200 (low)
C. Threshold set to 350 (intermediate)
D. Threshold set to 500 (high)
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Appendix B1. ADT RNA Expression in A. thaliana Leaves
RNA expression values were accessed from the BAR database, which
are based on microarray data (Austin et al., 2016; Schmid et al., 2005).
White: ADT1, light blue: ADT2, red: ADT3, pink: ADT4, purple: ADT5,
yellow: ADT6.

All leaves are either numbered in order of appearance in the rosette, or
specifically named (cauline and senescing leaves). For leaf 7, three
areas were analyzed, the petiole, the area of the leaf proximal to the
stem, and the area of the leaf distal to the stem. Data for whole rosettes
were analyzed after the plant had transitioned to flowering.
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Appendix B2. ADT RNA Expression in A. thaliana Flowers
RNA expression values were accessed from the BAR database, which
are based on microarray data (Austin et al., 2016; Schmid et al., 2005).
White: ADT1, light blue: ADT2, red: ADT3, pink: ADT4, purple: ADT5,
yellow: ADT6.

Flowers are defined by phenotypes at specific stages as described by
Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2010) (Table 3). RNA expression at stages 9,
10, 11, 12, and 15 were determined using whole flowers. Individual
organs (sepals, petals, stamens, carpels) were dissected and
analyzed for stages 12 and 15.
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Appendix B3. ADT RNA Expression in A. thaliana Seeds
RNA expression values were accessed from the BAR database, which
are based on microarray data (Austin et al., 2016; Schmid et al., 2005).
White: ADT1, light blue: ADT2, red: ADT3, pink: ADT4, purple: ADT5,
yellow: ADT6.

Seeds are defined by embryo phenotypes at specific stages as
described by West & Harada (1993) (Tables 3 and 4). Stages are
determined by embryo phenotype, with some overlap. Due to the small
size, seeds at stages 3, 4, and 5 were harvested within siliques. Stages
6-10 seeds were removed from siliques and analyzed by themselves.
Values for dry seeds and seeds imbibed for 24 hrs with water were also
determined.
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Appendix B4. ADT RNA Expression in Miscellaneous A. thaliana Organs
RNA expression values were accessed from the BAR database, which
are based on microarray data (Austin et al., 2016; Schmid et al., 2005).
White: ADT1, light blue: ADT2, red: ADT3, pink: ADT4, purple: ADT5,
yellow: ADT6.

Seedling cotyledon, hypocotyl, and roots were analyzed. Stems were
taken from mature plants after transition to flowering at the 1st node (at
the lowest cauline leaf) and the 2nd internode (between the 1st and 2nd
nodes).
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Appendix C1. Pairwise Comparison of ADT1/ADT2 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C2. Pairwise Comparison of ADT1/ADT3 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C3. Pairwise Comparison of ADT1/ADT4 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C4. Pairwise Comparison of ADT1/ADT5 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C5. Pairwise Comparison of ADT1/ADT6 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C6. Pairwise Comparison of ADT2/ADT3 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C7. Pairwise Comparison of ADT2/ADT4 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C8. Pairwise Comparison of ADT2/ADT5 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C9. Pairwise Comparison of ADT2/ADT6 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C10. Pairwise Comparison of ADT3/ADT4 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C11. Pairwise Comparison of ADT3/ADT5 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C12. Pairwise Comparison of ADT3/ADT6 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C13. Pairwise Comparison of ADT4/ADT5 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C14. Pairwise Comparison of ADT4/ADT6 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix C15. Pairwise Comparison of ADT5/ADT6 RNA Expression
Visual representations of pairwise comparison of RNA expression
patterns for organs at different developmental stages, compiled from
BAR database Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). Data are
based on microarray data from Schmid et al. (2005). For stage 12 and
15 flowers, S: sepals, P: petals, St: stamens, and C: carpels. Reciprocal
comparisons are displayed as priority of expression values is given to
the primary gene input. Input genes are shown in the top left corner; red
underline: primary input gene, blue underline: secondary input gene.
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Appendix D. Solanum lycopersicum ADT TEA Co-expression Analyses
Gene*
Tomato gene ID

Proposed function

SlADT1
GAD2**
Solyc07g043420

2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase GAD2, oxoglutarate and iron-dependent oxygenase.
These enzymes involved with flavonol biosynthesis, anthocyanin biosynthesis (Jacobsen &
Olszewski, 1996)

Putative SCD9
Solyc03g116730

Stearoyl-CoA 9-desaturase; contains Acyl-CoA desaturase, a fatty acid desaturase. Involved in
monounsaturated fatty acid synthesis (Paton & Ntambi, 2009)

Unknown
Solyc01g110960

Glutamic acid-rich protein

SSR2/DIM
Solyc02g069490

Sterol side chain reductase 2; involved in cholesterol biosynthesis (Cárdenas et al., 2016; Sawai et
al., 2014) AKA delta(24)-sterol reductase (DIM), involved in brassinosteroid synthesis (Rahim et
al., 2018). FAD linked oxidase domain protein; FAD-binding and calmodulin binding domain

SlCYP72A18
Solyc07g043460

Cytochrome P450; haem-containing mono-oxygenase, diverse family (Vasav & Barvkar, 2019)

Putative G3PDH
Solyc02g067930

Glycerol-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase;
dehydrogenase domain (Otto et al., 1980)

Unknown
Solyc04g076100

Similar to A. thaliana genomic DNA, at chromosome 5, P1 clone MNA5

Putative POT4
Solyc05g005980

Solute carrier family 15 member 4, proton-dependent oligopeptide transporter; contains TGF-beta
receptor, type I/II extracellular region, nitrate transmembrane transporter, dipeptide transporter

contains

NAD-dependent

glycerol-3-phosphate
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Appendix D. Continued: SlADT1
Gene*
Tomato gene ID

Proposed function

Putative KDELR
Solyc06g007770

ER lumen retaining receptor family-like protein; contains KDEL binding domain, ER lumen protein
retaining receptor domain

UF3GT**

UDP-glucose glucosyltransferase; UDP-glucuronosyl/UDP-glucosyltransferase domain, quercetin
(flavonoid) 3-O-glucosyltransferase activity (Kleinehollenhorst et al., 1982; Sutter & Grisebach,
1973)

Solyc07g043480
PAR2**
Solyc01g008550

Phenylacetaldehyde reductase 2; Cinnamoyl CoA reductase-like protein; contains Interpro
domain(s) IPR016040 NAD(P)-binding domain, cellular metabolic process, amino acid degradation,
2-phenylethanol synthesis (tomato aroma volatile) (Tieman et al., 2007)

Putative DWF
Solyc02g086180

Sterol C-5 desaturase; contains fatty acid hydroxylase domain. Involved in sterol biosynthesis.
Orthologous to A. thaliana DWARF7 (STE1) (Choe et al., 1999; Chu et al., 2019)

SlCRK6
Solyc02g090510

Calcium-dependent protein kinase-like; contains serine/threonine protein kinase domain,
calmodulin-dependent protein kinase activity. Involved in tomato plant disease resistance (Wang
et al., 2016)

Putative I25
Solyc05g054120

Cysteine proteinase inhibitor; contains cystatin domain. Proteinase inhibitor I25, cysteine-type
endopeptidase inhibitor activity. Phytocystatins involved in plant defense to insects (Martinez et al.,
2016)

SlADT2
Putative PYROXD
Solyc00g024050

Pyridine nucleotide-disulphide oxidoreductase;
oxidoreductase domain, has an NAD-binding region

contains

Pyridine

nucleotide-disulphide
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Appendix D. Continued: SlADT2
Gene*
Tomato gene ID

Proposed function

Putative KEF
Solyc01g094290

Glutathione-regulated potassium-efflux system protein; contains K+/H+ exchanger domain,
metabolic, integral to membrane, K+ transport

Unknown
Solyc04g057870

Has a fragment with similarity to Os11g0110100, a putative plastid transcriptional regulator

SEC5
Solyc04g071350

Exocyst complex component 2; encodes exocyst subunit Sec5, also important for pathogenic
defense (Du et al., 2018)

Putative RNAB
Solyc00g009100

30S ribosomal protein S1-like; contains RNA binding domain originally identified in ribosomal
protein S1 (Bycroft et al., 1997)

Putative TOP6B
Solyc01g014490

Type II DNA topoisomerase VI subunit B; contains a DNA topoisomerase VI, subunit B, transducer
domain. Regulates DNA strand links via breakage and ligation (Roca, 1995)

Putative DYN-L
Solyc01g088510

Dynamin-like protein; contains a domain similar to the central region of dynamin with potential
GTPase activity. Dynamin is involved with microtubule formation (Niemann et al., 2001)

Putative AAA+
Solyc03g046340

Cell division protease ftsH homologue 4; contains “ATPases Associated with diverse cellular
Activities” domain, has putative ATP-dependent peptidase activity (Ammelburg et al., 2006)

Putative VPS11
Solyc06g065170

Vacuolar protein sorting protein; contains domain homologous to vacuolar protein sortingassociated protein 11

Putative COP
Solyc12g043000

Coatomer beta subunit; contains coatomer beta subunit domain. Associated with vesicle
membrane-coating COP family (McMahon & Mills, 2004)
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Appendix D. Continued: SlADT2
Gene*
Tomato gene ID

Proposed function

Putative ABC1
Solyc04g054190

ABC-1 domain protein; contains ABC-1 domain which may have electron transfer and/or supresses
cytochrome b mRNA defects (Bousquet et al., 1991)

Putative AAMY
Solyc06g009220

Glycogen debranching enzyme; contains Aamy domain (α amy), has alpha amylase activity and
isoamylase activity

Unknown
Solyc08g036600

Cytochrome cd1-nitrite reductase-like C-terminal haem d1; contains WD40 repeat-like domain

RNAP-σ70
Solyc09g008040

RNA polymerase sigma-70 factor; contains plastid RNA polymerase sigma factor (SigB/SigC/SigD)
domain involved in transcription regulation (Kanamaru et al., 1999)

SlADT6
No genes that co-express with SlADT6 were identified
SlADT6-like
SlMMP2
Solyc04g005040

Matrix metalloproteinase 2; contains peptidase M10A and M12B domains. ECM organization.
Proposed to be involved in development and pathogen defense of tomato plants (Pasule, 2010)

SlMMP1
Solyc04g005050

Matrix metalloproteinase 1; contains peptidase M10A and M12B domains. ECM organization.
Proposed to be involved in development and pathogen defense of tomato plants (Pasule, 2010)

DNAJ11
Solyc04g081530

Chaperone protein dnaJ 11; contains an N-terminal DnaJ domain. Also referred to as heat shock
protein DnaJ. DnaJ proteins affect protein translocation, often also mediating protein assembly and
disassembly (Walsh et al., 2004)
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Appendix D. Continued: SlADT6-like
Gene*
Tomato gene ID

Proposed function

Putative FAD-DSO
Solyc11g006540

FAD-dependent pyridine nucleotide-disulphide oxidoreductase; contains an NAD-binding region for
pyridine nucleotide-disulphide oxidoreductase

UGDH
Solyc02g088690

UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase; contains an N-terminal UDP-glucose/GDP-mannose
dehydrogenase domain. UDP-Glc dehydrogenase (UGD) UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase family
protein (Chen et al., 2018)

Putative VQ
Solyc10g077130

Atcambp25-binding protein OF; may contain a VQ domain, which is linked to transcriptional
regulation in plants (Jing & Lin, 2015)

RALF2
Solyc01g099520

Rapid alkalinization factor 2; likely signal transducer, involved with plant growth, and development.
Class 2 of RALF factors (Campbell & Turner, 2017)

Putative GTF8
Solyc06g066800

Glycosyl transferase family 8

Sl-ERF.F.5
Solyc10g009110

Ethylene response factor F.5; Contains DNA-binding domain. Pathogenesis-related transcriptional
factor, responds to ethylene and auxin (Pirrello et al., 2012)

adc1
Solyc10g054440

Arginine decarboxylase 1; linked with polyamine synthesis in tomato leaves (Tsaniklidis et al., 2016)

Histone H2A
Solyc06g084430

Histone H2A; eukaryotic chromatin organization (Koning et al., 1991)

Unknown
Solyc05g053060

unknown protein coding gene
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Appendix D. Continued: SlADT6-like
Gene*
Tomato gene ID

Proposed function

Exo70H-S3
Solyc06g075610

Exocyst complex component 7; encodes exocyst complex subunit Exo70. Exo70H Cluster S3, may
be Solanaceous-specific (Du et al., 2018)

Putative PKD
Solyc11g020230

Protein kinase domain-containing protein, contains serine/threonine protein kinase domain. May be
cytokinin-regulated kinase 1 (Canto-Pastor et al., 2019)

Note: The genes denoted are based on the first page output for each SlADT. Proposed function and descriptions are from
the Sol Genomics network (Fernandez-Pozo et al., 2015), along with other cited research, if applicable.
* Gene name annotated for S. lycopersicum. If gene name is left unitalicized, it is manually curated for this report based
on characteristic or putative function. S. lycopersicum annotation is included if genes are described in the future.
** Genes related to Phe-derived metabolite pathway.
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